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PREFACE
It was when the new extension to the Archaeological Galleries was being

got ready that at the instance of Dr. F. H. Gravely, I visited several places in the

many districts of Madras Presidency in quest of sculptures and inscriptions.

It was my good fortune that Robert Sewell’s monumental book on the anti-

quarian remains in the Madras Presidency proved a great guide for me and

I could notice several sculptures that revealed new schools of art hitherto un-

known or little known. One such is the fascinating school of Nolamba sculpture

from Hemavati in Anantapur district and the other is Eastern Chalukya

sculpture. Biecavolu and Vijayavada proved veritable storehouses of examples

of this school of sculpture
;

the former spot contains temples almost intact,

worthy of great attention and study. Dr. Gravelv’s warm encouragemem,

enabled me to acquire some typical sculptures of both the schools besides other

carvings from elsewhere in the Tamil districts. These form an important

addition to the Archaeological galleries of the Madras Museum. As I was busy

then with my book on Amaravati Sculpture, I could not fully devote myself

to the study and exposition of these schools. I however took up this work

along with that on Indian Epigraphy and South Indian Scripts which latter was

completed some time after my transfer to the Department of Archaeology as

Superintendent of the Archaeological Section, Indian Museum, Calcutta. I,

then, as and when I found time, took the opportunity to finish this fascinating

study of a school vet practically unknown to the world of scholars. I recall

with gratitude the encouragement from Dr. Gravely that gave me the stimulus

to study this school. I am grateful to Mr. M. Somasekhara Sarnia and the late

Pandit V. Prabhakara Sastri for valuable suggestions. To Dr. A. Aiyappan,

the Superintendent of the Madras Government Museum, I am grateful for his

personal interest in expediting the publication of this paper. I am indebted to

the Madras Government Museum, the Department of Archaeology in India and

the British Museum for the photos illustrating this book. To Mr. I. D. Mathur

I am grateful for kindly preparing the Index. I am particularly happy on the

completion of this book on the Mediaeval Sculpture of Andhra as this along

with my study of Amaravati Sculpture constitute an offering by me to the

land of my birth, as, though a Tamil, I had my birth and was brought up in

Visakhapatnam district.

Calcutta, C. SIVARAMAMURTI.

Dated 9th February 1955 .
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EARLY EASTERN CHALUKYA SCULPTURE
BY

C. SIVARAMAMURTI.

HISTORY OF THE EASTERN CHALUKYAS.

The Eastern Chalukya dynasty that ruled from Vengi was established by Kubja Vishnu-

vardhana, the dear younger brother of Pulakesin II of Badami. Pulakesin I of the throne

of Badami was succeeded by his son Klrtivarman whose three sons were Pulakesin II,

Kubja Vishnuvardhana and Jayasimhavarman. Mangalesa, the younger brother of

Klrtivarman whom he succeeded, was a very powerful king. But the rightful heir to the

throne was Pulakesin II. Thwarting the attempt of Mangalesa to secure the throne for

his own son, Pulakesin succeeded his uncle in about 608 A.D. Being a very powerful

warrior he subdued the Gangas, Alupas, Konkanas, Mauryas, Latas, Malavas and the

Gurjaras and repulsed no less a personality than emperor Harshavardhana himself. He

was the undisputed master of the three Maharashtrakas comprising of ninety-nine thousand

villages. Pulakesin made his dear younger brother Vishnuvardhana the Yuvaraja and

stationed him as a Governor at Kurumarathi where by his military prowess he kept under

check difficult opponents like Appayika and Govinda.

Pulakesin being a powerful monarch intent on military glory turned his eyes to the

east for further conquest. He marched into Dakshinakosala and proceeded further eastward

towards Kaliiiga. After the conquest ofKalihgathe victorious army marched southward.

The difficult fortress of Pishtapura (modern Pithapuram) was subdued next, and after

ravaging the area around the Kunala lake (modern Koleru) and colouring its water red with

the blood of men killed in battle, he overcame the kingdom of Vengi under the Vishnu-

kundins. Crossing the Krishna he invaded the Pallava kingdom obscuring the splendour

of the Pallava monarch who opposed him and making him vanish behind the walls of his

capital at Kanchi and crossing the Kaverl by a bridge of elephants, he penetrated into

Chola territory and finally returned triumphantly to his capital as graphically described

in the Aihole inscription.

In this march of victory Pulakesin had the greatest help from his warlike younger

brother whom he made the ruler of the coastal kingdom of VeiigT. It was with the consent

and willing co-operation of his brother Pulakesin that Vishnuvardhana established himself

as an independent sovereign.

In about 624 A.D., Vishnuvardliana began his rule which lasted for eighteen years.

During the first seven or eight years he governed Vengi under the suzerainty of Pulakesin II,

when the latter according to his Ivopparam plates recognised the right of his brother to

bequeath his kingdom to his descendants. From this time onwards Vishnuvardhana

assumed the rank of a sovereign king as may be seen in his royal titles in the Timmapuram
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and Chipurapalle plates. Being skilled in daring deeds in many battles and on account of

his success in impossible situations on land and water, against fortresses difficult ol access,

in the thick of forests and on inaccessible hills he was termed significantly Visliamasiddhi .

Yishnuvardhana was a Paramahhagavata
,
a devotee of \ ishnu but equally devoted to all the

deities of the Brahmanical faith with a broad-minded spirit that encouraged faiths other

than his own and his queen Ayyana Mahadevi constructed a temple called Nadumbi-vasati

for Jaina monks of Karuvuri Gana at Vijayavada. Yishnuvardhana was also a patron of

letters and Bharavi adorned his court even when he was a prince.

Yishnuvardhana was followed on the throne by his eldest son Jayasirhhavallabha

who bore the titles Sarvalokasraya and Sarvasiddhi. He ruled for thirty-three years.

The coming to the throne of Jayasimha coincided with the sack of Badami and the death

of Pulakesin to whose succour Kubja Yishnuvardhana had probably rushed and lost his

life in the affray. Jayasimha’s relationship with the house of Badami is not known, though,

during the period of confusion after the destruction of Badami by Narasiihhavarman,

Jayasimha raised the status of Vengl from that of a dependency to a full-fledged sovereign

state.

Jayasimha died childless and was succeeded by his younger brother Indrabhattaraka

who ruled only for seven days. He appears to have been very liberal and large-hearted,

beautiful and accomplished, as may be gathered from his titles Tydgadhenu the cow of

liberality and Birudamakaradhvaja the God of love in skill
;
and his liberality is borne

out by the fact that in the short reign of seven days he issued a gift of a village to a learned

scholar Chandisarman.

Indrabhattaraka’s son Yishnuvardhana II came to the throne in 673 A.D., and ruled

for nine years. Of this king not much is known except that he bore the titles Sarvalokasraya
,

Visliamasiddhi, Makaradhvaja and Pralaydditya . Yishnumrdhana
’ s son Mangi Yuvaraja

who had for a long time held the office of Yuvaraja even under his grand uncle Jayasimha

now succeeded his father assuming the titles Sakalalokdsraya
, Samastabhn vandsraya and

Vijayasiddhi. He ruled for nearly twTenty-five years, and was succeeded by Jayasimha II

who ruled for thirteen years. On the death of Jayasiriiha. Kokkili, the younger of his two
step-brothers, seized the kingdom only to rule for six months and be driven out by his elder

brother who ascended the throne as Yishnuvardhana HI to rule for a long period of t hirty-fi ve

years. He assumed the titles, Tribhavandmkusa
,
V isliamasiddhi and Sa maxtabh u vandsraya .

He was a contemporary of Nandivarman Pallavamalla, the Pallava king, w hose able general

Udayachandra pursued the Nishada chief w ho captured the Asvawedha horse and annexed
the southern part of \ ishnuraja s (\ ishnm ardhana s) kingdom, having brought under
control Niravadya and others as mentioned in the Udayendiram plates. Pallavamalla
who came to the throne of Kanchi about 750 A.D., retrieved the fortunes of his family by
reclaiming the portions of his kingdom that had fallen into the hands of his enemies and
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his able general Udayachandra was very helpful. To assert his supremacy he performed

the Asvamedha sacrifice and the territory here lost by the Eastern Chalukyas could not be

recovered till nearly a century later.

Vishnuvardhana III was succeeded by his son Vijayaditya I who bore the titles

Tribhuvanamkusa and Samastabhuvanasraya

.

It is during the time of this king that the

Western Chalukya house of Badami lost its power and the Rashtrakutas became sovereigns

in their place. Vengi which enjoyed peace all these years by the presence of a friendly

royal house at Badami had henceforth to experience a period of unrest by continued warfare

with the Rashtrakutas who became the perpetual enemies of the Chalukyas. Krishna I,

the uncle and successor of Dantidurga, sent an army under his son Yuvaraja Govinda who

according to the Alas plates was successful in subduing Vengi.

Vishnuvardhana IV ascended the throne of his father Vijayaditya. As just about

this time the Rashtrakuta king Krishna I died in 772 A.D., and was succeeded by his eldest

son Govinda II, and as there was a civil war in the Rashtrakuta realm owing to the desire

of Dhruva Nirupama Dharavarsha, the younger brother of Govinda, to have the throne

for himself, Vishnuvardhana supported Govinda who had the sympathy and help of several

other nobles and kings. Ultimately Dhruva was successful, and though he sent an army

to teach Vishnuvardhana a lesson for interfering in his affairs it ended in a marriage between

Vishnuvardhana’s daughter Silamahadevi and Dhruva whose chief queen she became.

This alliance between the houses of Vengi and Manyakheta gave a brief spell of peace till

the death of Vishnuvardhana in 806 A.D.

On the death of Vishnuvardhana his eldest son Vijayaditya II Narendramrigaraja

became the king. His younger brother Bhima Saluki who coveted the throne questioned

his brother’s claims and sought the help of the Rashtrakuta king to gain the throne. The

exploits of Vijayaditya who incessantly fought for twelve years to overcome his brother

helped by Vallabhendra (the Rashtrakuta king) are described in the inscriptions of his

successors as for instance in the Sataluru grant of his grandson Gunaga Vijayaditya III

and the Attili grant of Chalukya Bhima. It was the power of the Rashtrakuta king behind

Bhima Saluki that necessitated such terrible struggle on the part of Vijayaditya. After

the death of Dhruva and the succession on his throne by Govinda III there was civil war

because of the contest of Ranavaloka Kambha and taking advantage of this unrest the

kingdom of Vengi asserted its independence. Govinda III who had to strengthen his own

position bided his time and when there was strife between Vijayaditya and Bhima Saluki

he espoused the cause of the latter to establish his own supremacy over Vengi. But Vijaya-

ditya was indeed a match for him. Though the Rashtrakutas helped Bhima in his initial

attempts it was Vijayaditya who ultimately triumphed.. The death of Govinda in about

814 A.D., and the presence of his young son Amoghavarsha I on the throne with the conse-

quent weakened position of the Rashtrakutas made it an opportune moment for Vijayaditya

Ja
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with the aid of his Haihaya half brother Nripa Rudra to crush the power of Bhima. Vijaya-

ditya after securing himself in his own realm of Vengi and expelling his brother turned

his eyes towards the Rashtrakutas to punish them for interfering in his affairs. But Kakka
Suvarnavarsha of Gujerat, the cousin of the boy king Amoghavarsha I, being aware of

their own strength as against that of Vijayaditya made peace with him and to assure himself

of harmony gave his own sister Silamahadevi in marriage to Kali Vishnuvardhana, the son

and heir of Vijayaditya. Vijayaditya was a great warrior and a born fighter. Several

grants like the Sataluru and Uratur grants of Gunaga Vijayaditya, the Telugu Academy
plates of Chalukya Bhima and the Ederu plates of Amma I mention how Vijayaditya

fought for twelve years 108 battles to defeat his brother and erected the same number of

temples for Siva one on the site of every battle-field. In the Ederu plates a portrait in

words of this great warrior king is presented as this brave monarch is described as having

fought the armies of the Gahgas and the Rattas for twelve years by day and by night,

sword in hand, by means of polity and valour. Though a brave warrior with undaunted
courage for fighting the enemy hordes he was however deeply conscious of the evils of

bloodshed in war which was forced on him. Like the Gupta king Skandagupta he foucdit

tenaciously in spite of several setbacks and difficulties that he had to experience and persisted

in looking forward for victory, which at last graced him, and if the Gupta monarch had to

spend the night on the bare ground with no other pillow except his own arm for that

as described in the Bhitari inscription, Vijayaditya had equally to spend night and day up
and alert with the sword ever in his hand till at long last he had peace. He fought as it was
his duty to fight but like Asoka he had his own remorse. He felt for the several that had
lost their lives in the unfortunate clash between brothers. A descendent of the Mahd-
bharata heroes, he, also, like a later descendant of his, Rajarajanarendra, who gloried in

his ancestors and caused to be written a simple and popular version of the great epic in the
language of the people, felt he should not waver in the matter of his duty on the battle-

field but follow the divine command of doing one’s duty as Arjuna did long before him
on the battle-field of Kurukshetra with his armies arrayed against those of his own cousins,

and engaged his brother Bhima Saluki and his powerful allies, fighting every inch of his

ground, such a large number as one hundred and eight pitched battles all over the kingdom
within a short space of twelve years. And now he manifested his noble qualities as a great
and good man devoted to God and man alike. To expiate the sin of man-slaughter in

the battles fought by him he built temples on every one of the battlefields in honour
of Siva named after himself Narendresvara and dotted his kingdom with these edifices. He
was such a great builder that in one of the Rashtrakuta records wherein their superiority

is sought to be established it is stated that the Vallabha king having vanquished this Lord
of Vengi called on him to build the fortresses for his capital city. But the person to humble
himself as a vassal of the Rashtrakuta was not the doughty Narendramrigaraja. After the
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twelve years of strenuous fight Narendramrigaraja had a comparatively peaceful time when

he devoted himself to acts of piety and benevolence. He richly endowed the temples built

by him making provision for the regular conduct of services, music and dance. Attached to

the temples were satras or free feeding houses built by him. For those learned in the Veda

he established agrahdras and set up prapas or water sheds for offering cool drink to thirsty

wayfarers. He excavated several tanks for the benefit of man and beast and to help

irrigation. He reared pleasant groves and pleasure gardens for the benefit of his people.

His great cultural activity gave an impetus for the cultivation of the fine arts. The

several ruins of Chalukya temples all over the realm of Vengi represent the architectural

and sculptural activity during the time of this great king.

Vijayaditya was followed on the throne by his son Vishnuvardhana who however

had a very short reign of eighteen months. As indicated by his name Kali Vishnuvardhana

he appears to have been a hero in battle worthy of his father helping him in his wars with

the Rattas whose princess Silamahadevi he married. It is probable that he died prema,

turely on the battlefield in engaging the Rashtrakuta Amoghavarsha I who claims a victory

over the king of Vengi at Vingavilli.

Vijayaditya III also known as Gunaga Vijayaditya succeeded his father as his eldest

born and was fully endowed with the warlike qualities of his father and grandfather. He
was a remarkable ruler who raised the glory of his family to its highest. In the very first

year after his coronation he started his military activities and anointed Pandaranga as the

Commander of his forces and sent him to quell a rebellion and effectively recapture the

territory that was lost by his ancestor a century earlier. Pandaranga captured the rebellious

Boyakottams, stormed the fort of Kattum and beautified Kandukur to look like Bezwada.

It may be recalled that Udayachandra the able general of the Pallava king Nandivarman

had subjugated the southern portion of the Eastern Chalukya territory which originally

belonged to the Pallavas and the Boyas under the Nishada chief Prithvivyagra who inter-

fered with the Asvamedha horse was subdued. Pandaranga now regained this territory

and consequently had a clash with the Pallavas. Vijayaditya had his inroads in the affairs

of the southern kingdoms. He offered protection to a C-hola, who may have been a Telugu

Chola prince or even probably Vijayalaya who began the line of the famous Chola monarchs

of Tanjore, by espousing his cause against the inroads of the Pandyas and the Pallavas.

The Pandya king Varaguna Maraiijadayan had territorial aggression in the Chola country

and it is possible that Vijayaditya who overcame the Pallavas rendered help that made

it easy for Vijayalaya the Chola king to sportively take possession of Taiichapuri.

Vijayaditya’s success over the Pallavas whose gold he seized was followed by other successes

on the battlefield. Though closely related to the Rashtrakutas by his mother the family

feud between the Chalukyas and the Rashtrakutas was ever present and Vijayaditya
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could not escape it. He proceeded against the Nojambas, defeated and killed Mangi,

and drove the Gangas to take refuge in their hill-fort Gaiigakuta and terrified Sankila the

lord of Dahala who was helped by Vallabha. Pandaranga, the able general of Vijayaditya,

burnt Kiranapura where Krishna Raja dwelt. The burning of Kiranapura, Achalapura

and Nellurpura gave Vijayaditya the peculiar title Tripuramartyamahesvara. A close

Western Chalukya ally of the Rashtrakuta king Baddega was also amongst those vanquished

by Vijayaditya. By his power he exacted a tribute of elephants from the king of Kosala

(I)akshina Kosala) and having defeated the Eastern Ganga king of Kalinga received both

elephants and gold as tribute. In all these battles Vijayaditya was ably helped by his

trustworthy generals Pandaranga and Kadeyaraja. Vijayaditya was a warrior first and

anything else next. His titles are very significant in this context as for instance Para-

chakrardma, Vikramadharala, Nripatimartanda, Ranarangasudraka, Tripuramartyamahes-

vara . Arasankakesari and so forth. His personal beauty is suggested in such birudas of

his as Bhuvanakandarya . In the Sataluru grant of Gunaga Vijayaditya there is reference

to the conquest of the Rashtrakuta kingdom by Vijayaditya and his suzerainty over the

entire Dakshinapatha including Trikalinga. The symbols of the rivers Ganga and Yamuna,

of the Sun, Moon and the banner Palidhvaja, symbols of sovereignty which the Rashtrakutas

had inherited from their political predecessors, were appropriated by Vijayaditya and the

river symbols set up at the gate of his palace. It is interesting to recall that Ganga and

Yamuna as guardians of the doorway occur in the earliest north Indian temples and it is

from the Yamuna-Gangetic doab that Vikramaditya of Badami through his son Vinayaditya

led a north Indian expedition and returned with the symbols of Ganga and Yamuna and the

Palidhvaja insignia of imperial dignity. The Rashtrakutas who desired to assert their

power and make these symbols of theirs significant by making their rule felt in the area

of the rivers came into clash with the Gurjara Pratiharas and created a situation that

weakened their position. Gunaga Vijayaditya defeated Krishna II but restored him again

to his original position.

Gunaga Vijayaditya who died childless was succeeded by his brother’s son Chalukya

Bhlma I. But strangely enough this reign commenced with severe warfare. The Rashtra-

kutas espoused the cause ofthe ddyddas ofChalukya Bhlma and fomented strife in the country.

But Kusumayudha, a Chajukya fuedatory, stood valiantly by the side of Chalukya Bhima

and the Rashtrakutas were repulsed. No less than 360 battles are recorded as having been

fought by Chalukya Bhima in his rule of thirty years. In these battles success attended

Chalukya Bhima but even he seems to have been taken unawares at least on such an occasion

as when Baddega, the Lemulavada chief subdued by Gunaga Vijayaditya, seized the great

warrior Bhima like a crocodile in water, but the Chalukya king appears to have recovered

from such temporary eclipses. After his coronation Chalukya Bhima richly rewarded his

faithful allies and specially Kusumayudha. Rashtrakuta Krishna II reinforcing his army
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with help from Karnata and Lata invaded the kingdom of Vengi. The king’s valiant son

Irimartiganda, a boy of sixteen, offered terrible battle and put to flight the enemy forces

on the field of Niravadyapura and killed the invincible Rashtrakuta general Gundaya at

Peruvanguru but himself being mortally wounded died a victor on the battlefield leaving

his father disconsolate with grief. The Rashtrakutas never more attempted a march on

Vengi as long as Chalukya Bhima lived.

Chalukya Bhima was not only a great warrior but also a great patron of art and

literature. He was a great builder. The shrine of Siva at Samalkot named after him

Chalukya Bhlmesvaram is a monument erected by him. A more famous temple also built by

Chalukya Bhima is the temple of Bhlmesvara at Draksharama in the Godavari delta. It is

one of the five great Arama shrines of the Andhra country. The untimely death of his

brilliant son and the comparative peace that his realm enjoyed turned the mind of

Chalukya Bhima to devote his attention to religious activity which resulted in the building

of such temples. This example of the monarch roused the enthusiasm of his fuedatories as

well, as we find that on the Indrakila hill at Bezwada, Chattapa, one of his chieftains, built

a shrine dedicated to Siva as Parthlsvara in the seventeenth year of the reign of Chalukya

Bhima (909 A.D.). Chalukya Bhliua’s appreciation of other fine arts is also known as like

the inscription from Tiruvottiyur which mentions Rajendrachola’s appreciation and gift

to a famous dancer of his time whose performance he witnessed, the Attili grant mentions

the gift of land free from tax in appreciation of her proficieny in the entire range of music

samastagandharvavidyd to a courtesan named Challava who inherited her love for music

from her father Mallappa regarded as the very Tumburu among the musicians of his time.

Chalukya Bhima I was succeeded by his son Vijayaditya IV whose title Kollabhiganda

and Kaliyartigarida suggest his martial ability but his reign was very brief, lasting only six

months. His triumph lies in his victory over his enemies at a place called Viraja where he

erected a pillar of victory Jayasthamba. This was in one of the wars against the Kalingas

who were mostly kept under control by the Eastern Chalukyas but who now and then grew

restive when opportunity afforded itself. But this victory meant his death. Vijayaditya

had two sons by his queens Pallava MahadevI and Melamba, Amnia by the former and by

the latter Bhima who later became Chalukya Bhima II.

On the death of Vijayaditya. Amma I succeeded him on the tlnone but along with

that began also a sad anarchy caused by the quarrel amongst different princes for the throne

of Vengi. Animal. Rajdmahendm as he was known, was also called Vishnuvardhana.

Vikramaditya II, the paternal uncle of Amma, who had already rebelled against his brother

Vijayaditya IV who was away on the battlefield to court death was now all the more

a source of trouble. The Rashtrakuta king Indra III was helping other relatives of Amina to

defv his authority but Amma rose equal to the occasion and succeeded in securing himself
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in his kingdom. Amma not only disappointed the hopes of the Rashtrakutas for creating

trouble for him but establishing himself he probably also invaded the realm of the Nolambas.

He had able commanders in his service like Bhandanaditya to help him. Because of the

frequent attacks of the Rashtrakutas on the capital at Vengi. Amma chose to remove it

further up. and it is believed by some that the foundation of the city of Rajamahendra-

varam on the banks of the Godavari is to be attributed to him. It is likely that he shifted

his headquarters but the actual founder of the city was Rajaraja, the son of Vimaladitva

who came later in the picture.

When Amma died after a rule of seven years his young son Beta or Kanthika Vijaya-

ditya succeeded him. Tala, the son of Yuddhamalla I, easily uprooted the boy king and
himself seized the power. It is not unlikely that as usual the Rashtrakutas fomented the

trouble. Vikramaditya II, the uncle of Amma, now appeared on the scene, killed Tala

and himself became the king. Vikramaditya II who had distinguished himself as a warrior

was nevertheless attacked within a year of his reign, killed in battle, and succeeded^ bv
Bhima, another son of Amma I. But again he was overthrown by Yuddhamalla II, the

eldest son of Tala I. with the help of the Rashtrakutas. Govinda IV who came to the

throne after deposing his elder brother Amoghavarsha II in 930 A.D.. desired to bring

Veiigl within his influence and with that end in view interfered on behalf of Yuddhamalla

II. The Maliampundi grant gives a vivid picture of the sad state of the country when
“ at the setting (i.e.. death) of Vikramaditya II, the kinsmen princes who were desirous of

the kingdom, viz., Yuddhamalla, Rajamartanda. Kanthika Vijayaditya and others were

fighting for supremacy, oppressing the subjects like Rakshasas (at the setting of the sun).”

Yuddhamalla II triumphed, killed Bhima the son of Amma I. and ruled the kino-dom for

seven years. Still his authority was not recognised and there was war all the time and the

Rashtrakutas were kept on in the country to help him in his precarious control over the

kingdom. Yuddhamalla II beautified Bezwacla which was the seat of his government bv
building not only a tower to a temple erected by his grandfather Yuddhamalla I but also bv
erecting a new temple dedicated to Kartikeya. Chalukya Bhima II, the son of Vijayaditva

IV by his queen Melamba, succeeded Yuddhamalla II. The coronation of Chalukya Bhima
was in 934 A.D. He was no doubt a great fighter as his titles Gandamahendra and Raja-

martanda suggest. The fact that Chalukya Bhima II freed his kingdom from Rashtrakuta
domination effected by Yuddhamalla II has raised him in the estimation of the kings of his

line that succeeded him who honour him by the appellation Brihat Bhima. Of the two
queens of Chalukya Bhima II one was the mother of his eldest son Danarnava an J the

second was the mother of Amma II.

Chalukya Bhima II was succeeded in A.D. 945 by Amma II overlooking the claims

of Danarnava. Though a small boy when he succeeded to the throne and though only the
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second in succession to the throne he still managed to rule for a long time though he had

not a very peaceful time. After some years of rule Amma II was ousted from power by

Baclapa, a son of Yuddhamalla II.

Amma II however on the pressure of the forces of Rashtrakuta Krishna III returned to

Kalinga whence he ruled for some years more when he was succeeded by Danarnava.

The rule of the usurpers Badapa and his brother Tala and Yuddhamalla, the son of the

latter, was at last put an end to by Saktivarman, the son of Danarnava who obtained the

help of Rajaraja the Great Chola emperor that subdued Veriglnadu in about 1000 A.D.

EARLIER PHASES.

For a proper understanding of Eastern Chalukya Art it is essential to go back to the

earlier centuries to study the earlier phases of art and to see their influences on later art.

As Eastern Chalukya art is mainly developed from the Western and with a strong local bias

it is essential that the art of the Deccan and Andhra should be studied together so as to

cover the entire realm of the early Satavahanas.

A comparative study of art in the Deccan will reveal repetitions of favourite poses and

forms during the centuries and it can be also noticed that some modes from North India

are also repeated in the South. The fan-shaped headgear at Sanchi reminds us of the similar

type at Mathura. This fan type of feminine coiffure occurs at Amaravati and in one of

the terracottas found by Professor Jouveau Dubreuil at Pondicherry some year ago—a head

of a woman, which he presented to the Madras Museum along with some others and which

closely resembles a similar terracotta from Maski (Fig. 1). When we remember

Fig. 1* Terracotta head from Maski.

that late Satavahana coins with a ship imprinted on them are found in the Coromandal

coast, and at Pondicherry itself Satavahana coins were found by Dr. Dubreuil, we can

understand the extent to which Satavahana influences spread.

2
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The occurrence of the name Vakataka in one of the later inscriptions at Amaravati

should convey some definite significance. When the sculpture and painting at Ajanta is

studied carefully it is possible to see parallels in the art of the Vakatakas where the main

Gupta inspiration submerges the Satavahana and Ikshvaku influence from the Krishna

valley, where the last Satavahana monarchs bereft of their western dominions continued

to rule before their final downfall. The scene of Buddha overcoming Mara carved at

Ajanta is just a development on that found at Ghantasala which may be assigned to the

time of the Ikshvakus. Mara’s presence at Ajanta as Makaraketana, i.e., with crocodile

standard, is an innovation absent in earlier sculptures. But even if individual motifs are

taken they are found repeated. The figure of dwarf with head on stomach occurring in the

fourth period of sculpture at Amaravati occurs again in Ghantasala (Fig. 2). It occurs

again in Gupta-Vakataka sculptures at Ajanta and thence the motif is borrowed by the

Western Clialukya sculptors who have introduced it in the row of dwarfish figures in the

Badarnl caves. The motif occurs again nearer its original form at Mahabalipuram in the

seventh century A.D. and continues for a couple of centuries more. It is really interesting

to find that this motif has migrated from the South through the Vakataka realm to the region

of the Guptas as we find it occurring at Samath. Also the motif has crossed the seas and
found its place among the lovely carvings adorning the temple at Prambanan in Java which
is contemporary with the late Pallava ones that they so closely resemble in style and work-
manship.

This tendency in art can be observed in the early carvings of the Western Chalukyas.

It is not only the panels of Brahma, Siva and Vishnu with attendants from Aihole that

remind us of Gupta-Vakataka affinities but the figures of Ganga and Yamuna flanking

doorways are a continuation of the Gupta traditions in Chalukya art. The purnaghatas

filled with lotuses suggesting a decorative pattern flowing from the mouth on either side of

the pot are an earlier motif occurring in Satavahana sculpture. The early malcara motif

that develops floriated hind quarters along with similar bovine and buffalo motifs even in
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the Ajanta paintings is similarly carved in the Chalukya caves in BadamI in the 6th cen-

tury A.D. This motif is represented again in the Vishnukundin caves at Mogalrajapuram

and in the earliest Pallava caves of Mahendravarman as for instance at Tiruchirappalli.

The figure of Varaha rescuing PrithvI already famous in the magnificent sculpture at

Udayagiri has been the inspiration for the carver at BadamI and when Narasimhavarman

sacked Pulakesi’s capital it is ve^ likely that he carried workmen from here or the

impressions from this cave were imprinted in the minds of his own workmen, who have

carved the lovely Varaha panels at Mahabalipuram that so closely resemble the Chalukya

carving. Similarly, the Trivikrama panel at BadamI is repeated at Mahabalipuram.

The long yajnopavlta that occurs in late Satavahana sculptures thickens and runs over

the right arm in the early Chalukya sculptures at BadamI and similarly in early Pallava

sculptures (Fig. 3). But the Pallava sculptor draws his inspiration more directly from the

C . 3. de .

Fio. 3. Yajnopavlta from Amaravatl, Nagarjunikonda, Ajanta, BadamI and Kijappuddanur.

Vislmukundins. Early Western Chalukya figures are massive and decorative detail is

greater in their case than in the simpler Pallava work. But the draper}', tassels and waist-

cord and loops are quite massive here. Here as in Mahabalipuram the kirlta of Vishnu

is also cylindrical. The bracket figures from the cave temples of BadamI are the precursors

of the later Western and Eastern Chalukya, Hoysala and Kakatiya bracket figures

which are almost absent and unknown in Pallava sculptures, though rows of Ganas

and geese are common to both Pallava and Chalukya sculptures.

The Salankayanas, the worshippers of Chitrarathasvami who ruled from Vehgl in the

4th-5th centuries A.D., were responsible for a temple to this deity, which has practically

disappeared at Peda Vegi near Ellore, where, of the antiquities that are left there, is a muti-

lated image of Ganesa lying in one of the streets and the great influence of this type is

apparent in all representations of Ganesa in the early centuries of the Christian era.

The relationship between the Vishnukundins and the Vakatakas and their devotion

to the Lord of Sriparvata, the deity adored by Prabhavatlgupta, the queen of Vakataka

2 a
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Rudrasena II and mother of Pravarasena II, are both significant when considering any

influences in sculpture from Ajanta. When it is remembered that a member of the Vakataka

lineage was a donor of a carved slab at Amaravatl for the mahacliaitya about the beginning

of the third century A.D. we can understand that the Vakatakas were not totally new to the

Krishna valley. The Vishnukundin relationship appears quite a natural event. It is

therefore not at all surprising that some motifs occur in the heart of Vakataka territory

which are identical with those familiar in the Krishna valley and these contacts appear to

have continued unruptured.

One of the early sculptures of great interest in the study of the evolution of art in Andhra-

desa, both from the point of view of iconography and art is probably the plaque from

Peddamudiyam, Cuddapah district, which may be assigned to the period of the Vishnu-

kundins and that of the early rule of the Pallavas which extended to some of the Andhra
districts during the time of Simhavishnu (PL I a). In this there is the representation of

Ganesa, Brahma, Narasimha, Sivalihga, Vishnu, Devi, Umamahesvara with Nandi, Lakshmi
/

as Srivatsa symbol and Mahishamardinl. A noteworthy point in the case of the figures here

is that all of them are shown with a single pair of arms except Mahishamardini Durga who is

four-armed. Ganesa is seated in the manner in which several Javanese figures of his are

shown seated with the soles of his feet coming together. As is characteristic of all early

Ganesas he has only a single pair of arms. This was a period of great fascination for Nara-

simha who has magnificent sculptures to represent him as for instance the colossal one in the

BadamI cave. The early method of representing Lakshmi as a Srivatsa symbol seated

on lotus with human face and with curly arms and feet is only a development of the purely

symbolic representation occurring in Amaravatl and elsewhere. A study of the evolution

of Srivatsa, the symbol of Sri Lakshmi, is itself a very interesting one. The early Srivatsa

symbol at Amaravatl slow ly develops until the symbol is transformed into semi-human shape
as in that of the Gajalakshml in stone from Kaveripakkam and the Lakshmi figure from
the village of Enadi in Tanjore district, both of the late Pallava period, and in each this

tendency to humanise the symbol is remarkable.

Another remarkable sculpture of about the same time is from Madugula in the Macherla
area (PI. I b). The sculpture is a small one preserved in the local Siva temple that contains
some other interesting carvings and inscriptions as well. This carving presents a very
lively picture of Siva with his family. He is seated at ease with one of his hands resting oil

the knee of his leg raised and bent on the seat and holds the sula in one hand and the naga
in another. His jatd is beautifully bundled up to form the shape of an ushnisha on his

head and there are wild flowers and the crescent moon arranged on it. One of his ears is

adorned with a large circular ear-ring, patrakunfala. The third eye is present though he
wears a smile of bliss and composure. Around his neck is a hdra or necklace of pearls and
he wears the yajnopavita. The ananta type of keyura armlet and bracelets adorn t he figure.

Unlike as in the Pallava sculptures where the outer contour of the trisula is almost circular,

the outer arms of the trident here are double-bent which is a distinct feature in the Chalukya
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area also. Supporting his seat is a fat short dwarf reminding us of Kumbhodara who is

mentioned by Kalidasa as purified by the touch of the feet of Siva when mounting his

Nandi bull In the vicinity is the Nandi and Siva is caressing the horns of his bull.

Parvatl is standing to his right holding him by her arm while supporting baby Skanda on her

hip. Her braid is beautifully adorned and decked with pearls, elaborate kundalas beautify

her ears, and a necklace with a large pendent adorns her neck. The family of

Siva is complete by the presence of Ganesa who is seated to the left. It is noteworthy that

Ganesa here has only a single pair of arms, an early feature, and has no crown on his head.

It is to be observed that as in the case of all early images of the Chalukya area in the Deccan

the modaka is taken from a bowl containing several sweets. There are devotees adoring

Siva and probably the couple presented in the extreme corner represent Manmatha and

Rati whose triumph is complete in this happy family group of Siva who had earlier earned

the name of Madanantaka by reducing to dust the God of Love and spurning the life of

a house-holder. This beautiful piece is also to be assigned to the period ofthe Vishnukundins.

Another masterpiece of early sculpture of the same date but the workmanship of

wThich is probably exquisite is that of Siva seated with his bull at his feet which is now

preserved in the Museum at Vijayavada (PI. II a). This sculpture is of white marble like

the Amaravati and Nagarjunakonda sculptures and shows a tendency of the sculptor to

follow the great Amaravati tradition. The ja td is arranged in the form of an ushnisha-

shaped jatdbhdra but most artistically. Siva carries the parasu , an axe, in his right hand.

This is one of those rare images of Siva with a single pair of arms and reminds us of the

famous figure from Gudimallam of the Satavahana period. The tassels and loops around

his waist are in that characteristic fashion that becomes more elaborate in the still later

Pallava sculptures. His ear ornaments and the general arrangement of his features

suggest how much this style of art has helped in the later development of Pallava art.

The seated bull which is a magnificent presentation of the animal and a masterpiece would

at once remind us of some of the most lovely bulls on Pallava seals.

The tendency in early sculptures of representing with only two arms the deities whom

we later see with four arms is observed again in another figure from Madugula of a seated

Brahma who has the full complement of faces but has only a single pair of arms (PI. II c).

In the right hand he carries the akshamdld. The figure is very simple and the arrangement

of the jatd is also equally simple. A large pearl necklace is arranged on his chest.

From the same place comes the figure of a Vishnu standing with his usual four arms

carrying his usual weapons (PI. II b). The chakra in this case is on edge in the pmyoga

fashion, a feature that wre observe in early Pallava sculptures also. The loop fiom the

waist is present as well as the tassels on the sides. But the central tassel in this case is

something which is characteristic of Chalukua sculpture in the Deccan. The kirlta

is elaborately worked, the pearl necklace is present and heavy ear-rings. In every way it

is a precursor of later Vishnu images observed in Bbairavunikonda and still further south

in the Pallava caves.
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These figures are examples of loose sculptures of the Vishnukundin period of which

there are several others scattered all over the Andhra area.

The sculpture in the Mogalrajapuram caves near Vijayavada (PL III b) is very much

weathered and mutilated. Still it is very important for the study of early mediaeval Vengl

art. The carved panels on the pillars of cave No. 4 are fine specimens of work as also the

heads in the chaitya window's at the top of the facade (PL IV c, d . e) but the animals in

a rowr above are full of life, the elephant with his extended trunk and the lion with double-

looped tail in action (Pl. IV b). The curious animal Vidmriga in the group is reminiscent

of similar figures occurring on the Amaravatl rail.

The horned dvarapdla, with his yajnopaii+a over Ins right arm. presented in a natural

way, resting his hand cn Ids huge e;vb and ‘tar ?;n/ case undaunted by the snake that

raises his hood close to his face over the left shoulder, is a fine example of a model for later

Pallava sculptors (PL III a). Mahendravarman introduced in his own realm not only

cave architecture as he found in the realm of his maternal grandfather Vikramendra, the

Vishnukundin king but also the several motifs that attracted him in those cave temples

in his mother’s realm. The figure of dancing Siva right on the top of the triple-celled cave

presents one of the most magnificent creations of the Vishnukundin sculptor (Fig. 4 and

C. S. del .

Fig. 4. Na£e6a from Mogalrajapuram cave.

Pl. IV a). Siva as Nataraja dances in the urdhvajdnu pose trampling Apasmara and

ewaying his many arms in ecstatic rhythm. The earliest Nataraja figure known in the
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south in the Pallava realm is probably that on the Dharmarajaratha at Mahabalipuram

which is the precursor of the famous Nataraja prototype so abundant specially in bronze

in all Chola temples in the Tamil country. Here the Apasmarapurusha is present but the

arms of Siva are only four. The Nataraja figure from Nallur is the one Pallava example

wherein there are a number of hands and it approaches this figure at Mogalrajapuram in its

similarity on several points. The Kuram Nataraja, which is also late Pallava, and in which

the urdhvajanu pose of Siva is presented, differs from this in its number of arms which is

limited to four (Fig. 5). In this feature of possessing a number of arms this image at
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Mogalrajapuram resembles several others from the Chalukya area in the Deccan like the
dancing deity in the BadamI cave (Fig. 6) and from almost every place in North India and
represents the North Indian tradition of bhujataruvana , a regular sylvan cluster of arms
as described by Kalidasa in his Meghaduta in the context of Siva’s dance at UjjayinT. But

OS- del.
iG * 6. ICataraja from BadamI cave.

LXfX, f r t r
the soutiiem traditi°n w“> this »ouiPture

Stared r.l TT
°n Apasm5rapurusha is characteristic of the* g” he

f°"
th "'h“c™ *» ‘he number of arms. It is hero to be observedthat Siva dances either in the chalura or in the Mila pose in all sculptures in the WesternChalukya area m the Deccan in South India, in Orissa and generally everywhere in NorthbuU N™'1 ' » shown beside or behind him. In the Pala and Sena sculpturesBengal and spec,ally m the eastern parts thereof the tradition is to present Natarija
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styled here as Nartesvara dancing not beside or in front of the bull but directly on the

back of the animal (Fig. 7). In one of the most magnificent sculptures now in the Dacca

Fig. 7. Nafcaraja from Sankarbandha, Dacca Museum.

Museum, the animal is in an ecstacy so to say, and is not only admiring the dance of Siva

but is conscious of the fact that his own back is the dancing theatre. It is in the Mogal-

rajapuram sculpture that there is a combination of the northern and southern elements.

It is curious to find that in Eastern Chalukya sculpture the form of Nataraja follows the

southern tradition of four arms while the dancing pose is chatura or lalita omitting altogether

the bull and Apasmara.

In the Undavalli caves on the other side of the river Krishna the carvings on the pillars

are important as the precursors of some of the famous panels of Pallava sculpture at Maha-

balipuram. The Varaha and Narasimha panels occur here. Trivikrama has his represen-

tation at Undavalli in the same manner as at BadamI and Mahabalipuram. In the scene

3
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of Krishna lifting Govardhana we can see how closely the sculptor of Mahabalipuram has

followed his earlier model at Undavalli. Some of the details like the GopI carrying pots

arranged one over the other in a pile found at Undavalli is repeated in almost identical

manner more elaborately in the sculpture in the Govardhana cave at Mahabalipuram. The

Gajendramoksha panel at Undavalli shows how well the famous Gupta panel in Deogarh

could inspire sculptors by its fame travelling through the Vakataka domain.

The Pallavas who ruled from the third century onwards as the earliest Prakrit charters

show possessed a kingdom which included a part of the Krishna valley. The Bhairavuni-

konda cave temples in Nellore district, closely resemble the early Pallava ones in the Tamil

country and have probably to be assigned to the sixth century when the Pallava monarch

Simhavishnu ruled or even to the time of Mahendravarman I himself early in the seventh

century. The cave temples at Bhairavunikonda are guarded by dvdrapalakas with a single

pair of arms, some pf them homed and carved in a style suggesting great affinity to the

dvarapalakas in the early caves of Mahendravarman I at Dalavanur, Mandagapattu and

other places. While both agree in features like the peculiar headgear, horns, arrangement

of hair in a large mass extending on either side of the face to rest on the shoulders, orna-

ments, waist-band treatment, heavy club and general bearing, the Bhairavunikonda figures

suggest earlier workmanship. But as already pointed out by Professor Jouveau Dubreuil

there has been artistic vandalism at Bhairavakonda and the lion pillars, the lion heads

on the chaitya windows, in fact quite an amount of earlier work has been ruined by later

sculptors who have tried to “ improve ” the existing carving. Between temples Nos. 1 and

2 the letters in very early Pallava-Grantha resembling those of Mahendravarman’s

time record the name of the temple ‘ Sribrahmesvaravishnu
’ which should be understood

in the light of the Mandagapattu inscription of Mahendravarman ‘ brahmesvaravlshnu-

lakshitayatanam.’

That tradition of presenting the three Gods, the trinity, Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva

together in three temples conceived and executed together which forms such an essential

factor in all early constructions as in those of the Chalukyas and the Pallavas and even in

far off Prambanan in Java has its origin in earlier triple cells of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva

as from the Mogalrajapuram caves where the three kudu or chaitya windows of the facade

contain the three heads of Brahma in one, the head of Vishnu and Lakshin! in another

and that of Siva and Parvatl in the thud (PL IV c, d, e).

The art of the Satavahanas has had two later developments, one in western Deccan

and the other in the east. The Vakataka caves at Ajanta with the finest floral designs and

sculptures shows the effect of Gupta art on something which is fundamentally derived

from late Satavahana. This sculpture and architecture is continued in the earliest Chalukya

temples at Badaml and Aihole. The pilasters ftom the Gautamiputra Yajna Satakarni

c ave at Nasik are exactly like the uprights of Buddhist stupa rails in the Krishna valley of

which the most magnificent is that from Amaravatl. The decoration on the pilaster here
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can clearly be traced in somewhat modified form in the richly ornamented pillars of the

cave at Ajanta. The full and half lotus medallion with half-opened buds in fanwise arrange-

ment on the sides give a contour in which a large central arc is flanked by two similar ones.

This is repeated in the ornamentation on the Ajanta pillar, the arcs developing greater

curvature and more equal proportion being all of them adjuncts to additional half or full

lotus medallion (Fig. 8). The tripartite flutes of the Satavahana period multiply in the

Fig. 8. Pillar from A maravatl, .Ajanta and Badami.

pillars at Ajanta. In the early Western Chalukya pillars from the Vaishnava cave at

Badami that are square in section, the triple arc and fluting continues, while there are

motifs like makara ,
bull or buffalo with floriated hind quarters introduced in medallions after

similar motifs of the Vakataka workmen at Ajanta. Similarly the chaitya window of which

the simplest example is found in the early Satavahana caves and other monuments develops

angular outer addition* at the base and tendril-like projections towards the top in the

Gupta-Vakataka caves at Ajanta (Fig. 9). In the semi-circular space within the chaitya

window^ in this and all later phases of it is found a lovely human head. In the Badami

caves the chaitya window is more developed but is clearly after the one from Ajanta as the

angular basal projections develop into makara heads without change of the contour and

tendril-like decoration on either side of the top continues. The other side of the deve-

Fjr„ 9. Chaitya window from Karla, Ajanta, Badami, Mogalrajspuram and Mahabalipuram.

3a

C.S. del.
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lopment of chaitya window is seen in the Vishnukundin and the early Pallava caves where

the top is shaped like a shovel head and side decorations are of floral patterns. The other

type of pillar is square in section half way up from the base and circular above with fluted

conicylindrical and bulbous parts beneath the fluted corbel with central band of which the

elements, shaft and corbel are repeated with some modification in early Pallava caves

(Fig. 10). The apsidal Durga temple at Aihole and the Chezarla temple in Andhia are of

supreme importance for understanding the development of South Indian architecture.

Fig. 10. Pillar from Badami, Tirucbirap alii and Hahabalipuram. C.S . del .

Even the arrangement of pillars and pilasters and sculptured panels is a common
feature in the early cave temples of the Vishnukundins and of the early Pallava ones as at

Tiruchirapalli, Mandagapattu, Dalavanur. etc. The bracket figures on the pillars in the

Badami caves are precursors of similar lovely ones in the Rashtrakuta caves at Ellora. the

later Chalukya ones at Kuruvatti and other places, the Hoysaja ones at Halebld, Belur, etc

the Eastern Chalukya ones as at Draksharama. the Kakatlya ones as at Warangal. Palam-
pet and other places. The decorated high plinth of the apsidal temple of Durga at Aihole

is also the early prototype of the later higher and more richly decorated ones of the temples

in Chalukya style. The rich ceiling carvings showing the Dikpalakas. lotus pattern, etc.

so characteristic in later Chalukya temples have their beginnings in the lovely ceiling car-

vings in the Vaishnava cave at Badami. Carvings on the pillars as in the later Eastern
Chalukya and Kakatlya temples have to be traced to the earliest phases of Western Chalukya
and Rashtrakuta art. Aihole is the meeting place of northern and southern elements and
every part of the temple and its decoration, niche, pillar, corbel, pavilion has to be studied
in relationship to all these later modifications which spread all over South India. The
massive pillars in Mahendravarman’s caves are clearly after the earlier ones at Mogalraja-
puram (Fig. 11); but with the lotus medallions on the cubical parts and the three facets in
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The early Pallava cave at Dalavanur which is an excellent example has a double arch

on the lintel above the pillars immediately below the eves and kudus which issues from the

mouth of makara and the rider on the animal's back and its general arrangement all point

to the undulating garland issuing similarly from the coping of the Amaravati rail of about

1 jo A.D. (Fig. 12). In tins as in many other motifs Satavahana art has left its impression

on many a later phase of art in South India. When we observe the makaratorana decora-

tion over niches in the early Pallava temples and compare these with Eastern Chalukya as

at Biccavolu we can understand how close has been this parallel development to the noith

and south of the river Krishna.

THE FLOW OF TRADITIONS.

The interplay of different motifs and traditions of other schools in Eastern Chalukya

art and its various stages in the course of its formation and development form \ ery interest-

ing study. As already remarked the Western Chalukya traditions form the main source

of inspiration for Eastern Chalukya art. The traditions of the homeland no doubt we iglied

deeply with the earliest rulers of the line, specially Kubja Vishnuvardhana and probably

his immediate successors. But when Pulakesi came to Andhra through Kalinga as a

victor he found in the land of the vanquished the traditions of the Vishnukundins which

after all were not quite new as they were intermixed with those of the Vakatakas who

were the political predecessors of the Western Chajukyas. These traditions enriched

considerably those of the Western Chalukyas in their fresh territory acquired by them and

flowered and blossomed into a new school under the dynasty established here by Pulakesi

in that of the family of his beloved brother Kubja Vishnuvardhana. Eastern Chajukya

art is thus a storehouse of many traditions blended into one. The close contact with the

Kalinga area that was for quite a long time practically under the protection of the Eastern

Chalukyas brought a fresh and charming stream to enrich the main current of the art of

Vengi and every tint so added enriched the general scheme of the colour of this school.

Certain features observed in sculpture all over the land are characteristic of the age

in which they occur which are unconnected with their geographical distribution. The

variations in geographical limits are again special factors that distinguish the different

schools in widely separated areas in an identical location of time. Thus the images of

Ganesa in the early centuries of the Christian era have a natural elephant’s head without

the trace of a crown and possess a single pair of arms, a feature that occurs invariably

all over the land. This special characteristic of age occurs not only in Gupta sculpture

as at Bhumara, Deogarh and Udayagiri but in Salankayana sculptures from Vengi, Vishnu-

kundin sculptures from Vijayavada, Madugula and Peddamudiyam and in the earliest

Eastern Chalukya carvings that closely follow Western Chalukya traditions. The next

stage of development when the crown appears completely changes this common tradition
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of early age that brought together all the schools by distinguishing each school through

its own special features (Fig. 13). The early Rashtrakuta image of Ganesa in the Kailasa

C.S. del.

Fig. 13. Ganesa's head and hands,

temole at Ellora has a small lotus over his temples somewhat developed which is the

precursor of the elaborate jew elled crown in later Chalukya, Hoysala and Kakatjya sculpture^

This should be compared with the lotus still more faintly distingu.shed on the temples of

the Eastern Chalukya Ganesa monolith from Biccavolu (PI. VII h) which presents an earher

s t.awe than that at Ellora where the second pair of arms has already come in. This lotus
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in the Western Chalukya area develops into a magnificent jewelled crown while the trans-

formation in Eastern Chalukya area in the proximity of and a zone of a natural flow of ideas

from Kalinga takes the shape ofjatdmakuta as it occurs in Orissan figures. Thus the image

by the time it develops an additional pair of arms in Eastern Chalukya sculpture has also

a jatdmakuta over the head. The Joveliest example of Ganesa in Eastern Chalukya sculpture

and probably one of the best of its kind among Ganesa figures in India is the four-armed

figure from the Golingesvara temple at Biccavolu which shows this feature ofja tas arranged

in the most pleasing manner by the master craftsman (Fig. 14). The not-too-large

Fig. 14. Ganesa’s jatas fi om Biccavolu.

siraschakra-like halo behind the head of the early monolithic Ganesa from Biccavolu is in

conformity with the early Chalukya traditions of showing an elaboratejhalo, a feature found
continued by the Rashtrakutas, Western Gangas, Nolambas and the Eastern Chalukyas.

This feature may be observed in some of the carvings from the niches of the temples at

Biccavolu. The Ganesa figure in early Pallava art correspondingly develops only the

beginnings of a karandamakuta over the natural elephant’s head and the earlier stage lacking

it is unfortunately not available for our study, though it is possible that we have to under-

stand that the Peddamudiyam plaque which shows the Vishnukundin-Pallava traditions

has already suggested the beginnings of the crown for the two-armed Ganesa, though
early Ganesas of the Vishnukundins normally lacked it as in the Mogalrajapuram and
Undavalli caves, and the Pallava sculptor chose to represent his figure from the beginning
probably with this additional decoration rather than without it.
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Two types of yajnopavita occur on the figures of the earliest Eastern Chalukya dvdra-

palas
,
of which two excellent examples forming a pair —one of them inscribed veginathu

velandu Guiulaya and mentioning Gundaya the sculptor in the court of the lord of Vengi

(PI. VI a )—are preserved in the Madras Museum (PI. V a
,
b). One is a long one composed of

a string of elongate bells (Fig. 15) and the other of half-blown lotuses and lilies between the

Fig. 15. Eastern Chalukya dcarapala
from Bezwada, Madras Government Museum.

C.S. del.

petals of which are fabulously large spheroid pearls (Fig. 16). This latter is suggestive

of a garland of golden flowers and rare pearls of celestial glory. In later Rashtrakuta

4
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tradition these large spheroid pearls between lotus petals are substituted by bunches of

stringed pearls of normal size as may be seen in the late Pallava dvdrapala figures from

Kaveripakkam (Fig. 17) which are the direct outcome of the impact of the Rashtrakutas

Fig. 17. Pallava dvurapala
from Kaveripakkam, Madras Government Museum.

in Pallava territory. The artistic arrangement of the bizarre jata in a large cluster

surrounding the head, the general pose and mode, the knit brow when present with the side

tusks and the number of arms and crossed legs of the Eastern Chalukya dvarapalas recall

those at Pattadakal of a somewhat later date rather than the earlier ones of the Krishna

valley or further south in the Pallava area. While the tradition of the horned dvdrapala

from the Vishnukundin caves is found transported to Pallava area through Bhairavuni-

konda further south to the Tiruchirappalli caves, it is absent in these Eastern Chalukya

figures that follow the traditions of the homeland. Even with the lapse of time and the

interplay of influences we find the horned dvarapala as one of a pair just as in Pallava

temples fails to occur in Chalukya shrines, and the normal type continues as in the Malle-

svara temple at Vijayavadaorthe temples at Biccavolu. The lion head decoration for the

armlets which in Pallava and Chola sculptures is a result of Chalukya and Rashtrakuta

inroads has a perfectly normal place in Eastern Chalukya carvings as in the dvarapalas at

Pattadakal that are cousins so to say of the Eastern Chalukya. The same physiognomy

in the face and features, the pose and decorative arrangement at once recall this close

relationship.

The proximity of the Pallava realm and the contact with the rulers of Kanchi, the

northern part of whose territory in the Krishna area was first wrested by Pulakesi and

given to Kubja Vishnuvardhana and which was again got back from the Eastern Chajukyas

by Udayachandra, the able general of Nandivarman Pallavamalla, gave opportunities

for the Eastern Chalukya sculptor to add a rich colour to his art by a study of the traditions

of Kanchi which were not only admired but almost transplanted in their realm by the

Western Chalukyas when the victorious king Vikramaditya was struck by the beauty of the
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sculptures in the Rajasimhesvara (Kailasanatha) temple at Kanchi. As we gather from

the Vakkaleri grant of his son Kirtivarman II, Vikramaditya made gifts to the Rajasim-

hesvara temple at Kanchi and was so impressed with the images and carvings and sculptural

decoration which greeted his eyes in this temple that he had them overlaid with gold.

This appreciation of the beauty of the Pallava temple at Kanchi by Vikramaditya surely

led to some of the best sculptors and architects of the Pallava realm to go to his kingdom
;

and it is interesting to find there is evidence for this not only in the sculptural and architec-

tural features of the temples of his period at Pattadakal but also the support of two inscrip-

tions on the eastern gateway of the Virupaksha temple one of which mentions the builder

as
4 the most eminent sutradhari of the southern country Another on the east face of the

temple of Papanatha eulogises a sculptor Chattare-Revadi-Ovajja who is described as one

who 4 made the southern country i.e., who built temples of the southern country, and

this sculptor belonged to the guild of the Sarvasiddhi-acharyas the same as that of the

architect of the Virupaksha temple. An inscription from the east gateway of the courtyard

of the Virupaksha temple mentions that the sutradhari Gunda constructed it for Loka-

mahadevi, the queen of Vikramaditya II, to commemorate his conquest of Kanchi three

times over. The Rashtrakuta temple at Ellora draws its inspiration in all its details from

the Virupaksha and Trailokyesvara temple at Pattadakal and was probably built by the

same architects or tljose in the pupilage of the famous architects from the south responsible

for the Pattadakal temples. In the face of all this, the striking resemblance of the early

Chalukya carvings to those of the Pattadakal and the Ellora group and the occurrence of

the name Gundaya as the sculptor of the Vengi court-

—

veginatku velandu Gwidaya—several

decades earlier than the Gunda of the Pattadakal inscription has something to suggest

about the peregrinations of sculptors’ families from one kingdom to another in quest of

royal favour and patronage and it is not unlikely that the master Gunda of the Pattadakal

temples is in some manner a descendant of the earlier Gundaya of the Eastern Chalukya

court as the South Indian tradition is strongly in favour of naming the grandson after the

grandfather, paternal or maternal. The simplicity of the Pallava sculptures both in figure

and in decoration is echoed to an extent in Eastern Chalukya sculpture but the Western

Chalukya and Rashtrakuta element of ornamentation is, however, often present making

the school a blend of both. The Pallava mode of pillar, pilaster, niche with makaratorana

decoration, kudu or chaitya window, the pavilion decoration on the virnana is all in general

the model for the Eastern Chalukya temple type as in the case of the Western Chalukya

temples like those at Pattadakal, the Rashtrakuta Kailasa temple at Ellora and the early

Pandya temples as at Kalugumalai and other places. But the fusion of Pallava and

Western Chalukya traditions producing a strange but rich product of art in Eastern Chalukya

art shows an arresting similarity to the late Pallava sculpture of Kaveripakkam transformed

into something exquisitely rich and beautiful by the transfusion into it of Rashtrakuta

traditions and decorative element which in their turn originate from Chalukya.

4a
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But obvious and pointedly Western Chalukya trends in Eastern Chalukya seidpture

may be observed in the emphasis on the strings of bells as decoration as in the case of the

yajnopavita of the dvarapdla, the necklace of bells for Ganesa and his anklets composed

of bells, the jewelled kirlta with the karanda pattern dovetailed in it as in the Javanese

type of crown in sculptures at Barabudur and Pranrbanan, which by the way not only show

traces of Pallava but also Chalukya art, the haras
,
keyuras, udarabandhas, and yujnopavltas

ornamented with pearls, the former with characteristic elaborate pendant decoration and

small pearl string tassels and long pearl tassels centrally suspended from the clasp of the

waist zone.

Something of the simplicity of the early Vishnukundin traditions in art is obvious

in Eastern Chalukya sculpture in spite of all the blend of different modes of other schools

observed in it. A look at the mode of wear of antarlya or lower garment for a female deitv

first in the standing figure of a goddess in the Peddamudiyam plaque and of Parvati in the

Eastern Chalukya sculpture of Alinganachandrasekharamurti (PI. XX) from the Golin-

gesvara temple at Biccavolu would reveal how a tradition has survived for several centuries.

The curve of the vertical hem of the cloth towards the right lower end here marks out the

mode of wear of a woman while a straight central edge of cloth thickened horizontally

at the bottom in the case of male deities in the Peddamudiyam plaque (PI. I a) develop

into the characteristic heavy antarlya mode of wear in Pallava sculpture.

A touch of the Central Indian traditions from Dakshina Kosala that so often came into

the picture in the history of Eastern Chalukyas is observed in the special representations

of devi and the yoginis like Gomata (Vrishablia) and Chamunda (PI. XXIV c, d). The
former, that occurs among representations of the sixty-four yoginis, temples for whom are

famous at Bheraghat and Sutna, and of which a fine example from Sutna is preserved in the

Indian Museum (PI. XXXII c), is a rare and interesting form of which the figure from the

Golingesvara temple at Biccavolu presents a fine specimen. The form of Chamunda from
the same temple is yet another figure of interest. These supply not only sculptures of

special iconographic interest but also suggest some special influences from other areas.

But by far the most important influences to be observed here are form the Kalinga
territory. If the Chamunda figure just mentioned should be traced to the Kalinga area

it may be observed that it is not unlike the remarkable Jajpur figure of Chamunda. But
influences from Kalinga are more deep-rooted. Surya is represented at Biccavolu wearing
shoes, a feature unknown in South Indian sculpture including Western Chalukya. though
it is a common factor in all North Indian sculpture, the traditions extending to the limits of
Kalinga. The occurrence of the shoes for Surya in Eastern Chalukya sculpture (PI. XXIII d
and XXVII a) shows how northern traditions travelled through Kalinga (PI. XXXI b)

and swayed the sculptor of Vengi. It does not stop with it. The uflariya cloth worn by
Vishnu in Kalinga and Pala sculptures has a peculiar wave-like pattern suggested by wavy
double lines incised at intervals. Though this assumes a more zigzag course in later
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sculpture specially in Bengal the lines are more even in earlier carving and more so in

Kalihga (Fig. 18 and PI. XXXI c) and Bihar. It is this mode that is adopted as we should

expect in the Eastern Chalukya carving of Vishnu from Biccavolu. The mode of yajnopavita

and the central tassel from the waist cord composed of a decorative chain of small loops

is all suggestive of the flow of ideas from Kalihga. Still the gada is not held up as in North

Indian sculpture and is allowed to touch the ground with the hand resting on its handle

as ir the usual Chajukya sculptures in the western zone and in the Pallava and Chola sculp-

tures in the South. The occurrence of Ekapadamurti at Biccavolu (PI. XXV c), a figure

that is such a favourite in Orissan sculpture (PI. XXXII a) is not without significance in

this context of influences from Kalihga. A comparison of the magnificent seated Kartikeya
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carrying his spear and cock and with his peacock at his feet near the seat as he occurs in

a niche at Biccavolu and in Eastern Ganga sculpture at Mukhalingana in exactly similar

fashion would speak eloquently of the relationship Eastern Chalukya sculpture bears to

that of Kalinga (PI. XXVIII a, b). The jdtas of Ganesa forming his jatamukata in the

magnificent sculpture from the temple at Biccavolu (PI. XXI) shows that in this as in

several other cases the Eastern Chalukya sculptor had discarded the traditions of the

original homeland and that of the adopted country, South India, but had chosen northern

modes for presentation. Even in representing heads in kudus or chaitya windows the lovely

three-quarters view as at Bhuvaneswar or Konarak is present at Biccavolu and even the

face of the figure recalls Orissan form (PI. XXIII a), and on top of all this, mithuna figures

like those from Bhuvaneswar, Purl and Konarak are carved to decorate the Eastern Chalukya

temples (PI. XIX a). The northern limit where Siva as Dakshinamurti appears is Mukha-
linga in southern Kalinga. Here itself Dakshinamurti is often substituted by Lakulisa

whose is a favourite form in this area. Lakulisa does not occur in South India till the

introduction of his figure by the great Chola emperor Rajendrachola after his triumphant

return bringing home the Ganges as Gangaikonda when he brought several Saiva acharyas

also from the Gangetic area with him to be settled in his kingdom and it is one such figure

in the temple at Tiruvottiyur near Madras now mis-spelt Gaullsa that represents in all

probability Lakulisa as his figure indicates (PI. XIX c). Anyway the introduction of

Lakulisa in South India is far earlier than that of Rajendra when we consider the prominent

representation of Lakulisa in one of the ruined Siva temples in the field at Biccavolu

(PI. XIX 6). It is well known that the Nartesvara Siva of the Pala region specially from

East Bengal dances on the back of the Nandi bull that looks up with lifted head in great

ecstacy. Though this mode of presentation of this monographic form is avoided in Eastern

Chalukya sculpture and the normal chatura or lalita tandava figure is preferred, some figures

of Siva like the Ardhanarlsvara from Biccavolu are made to stand on their vehicle, in this

case one foot representing one half of Siva and the other of Parvatl resting on the back
each on one of the two vehicles bull and lion seated below, the bull with uplifted head
and ecstatic as in the Dacca sculptures of Nartesvara (PI. XXV b). The urdhvalinga of Siva

here is another feature borrowed from Orissa (PI. XXX b). Similarly a favourite motif in

Kalinga sculpture is the umbrella-shaped bunch of peacock feathers usually presented as

royal insignia which occurs in Bhuvaneswar and has travelled over the seas to distant

places like Barabudur and Prambanan in far off Java. This occurs in exactly the manner
in which it appears in Kalinga sculpture in Eastern Chalukya sculpture also as Siva as
Kankalamurti carries the mayurapicfichha or the bunch of peacock feathers (PI. XXV a)

The form of MahishamardinI Durga trampling the buffalo and killing the demon is the
North Indian type (PI. XXIV b). This occurs not only in Kalinga, Pala (PI. XXXII d),

Chandella, Haihaya and other sculpture of North India but also in the Deccan in Western
Chalukya sculpture as it is a derivative from early Gupta. The independent occurrence
of Ganga outside the sphere of the gateway at Biccavolu is not without significance
(PI. XXVI a). Ganga and Yamuna guarding doorways of temples is a feature in Gupta
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temples all over North India and every school of art affected by the impact of the Guptas

adopted this motif (Fig. 19). Thus this occurs in the Vakataka monuments as a significant

Fig. 19. Ganga and Yamuna doorway
from Dah Parvatiya, Asmara.

C.S. del.

Fig. 20. PumakaMas on doorway from Aihole<
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of the Satavahanas as it occurs at AmaravacI and elsewhere. But after the northern con-

quests and victorious return of Vinayaditya during the time of his father Vikramaditya of

Badami with the symbols of Ganga and Yamuna and the Palidhvaja from the Yamuna-

Gangetic doab forming the insignia of imperial dignity, special significance came to be attach-

ed to this motif. The Rashtrakutas, the political successors of the Western Chalukyas,

inherited this insignia along with the empire. The Sataluru grant of Vijayaditya refers

to the conquest of the Rashtrakutas by Vijayaditya and his suzereignty over the whole of

Dakshinapatha including Trikalinga and his appropriation of the symbols of Ganga, Yamuna,
the sun and moon and the banner Palidhvaja, symbols of sovereignty that the Rashtrakutas

had inherited from the Western Chalukyas. In this context it is most interesting to see

how for the first time Ganga and Yamuna as guardians of doorways are introduced on

Eastern Chalukya temple doorway at Biccavolu (PI. XVII) and most significantly probably

during the time of Gunaga Vijayaditya.

But with all this the early traditions of the homeland are not quite forgotten even

during the different stages of development of Eastern Chalukya sculpture. The yajno-

pavita running over the right arm is a feature not only in Western Chalukya but also in

Vishnukundin and Pallava art. But it is not an invariable feature in all sculptures. It is

an alternative mode of presenting the yajnopavita which is also shown in the normal way
when it is generally shorter. The seated Siva as Vlrabhadra of the Saptamatrika group

from the Golingesvara temple at Biccavolu presents the yajnopavita not only running over

the right arm but also as a thin ribbon-shaped band divided into three strands (Fig. 21 and

Fiq. 21. Yajnopavita from Biccavolu.

PI. XXX a). Similar triple strand of yajnopavita occurs also in the Vishnukundin plaque
of the family group of Siva (PI. I b). But to understand fully the significance of this type
of presentation of yajnopavita we have to turn our eyes to the very early Western Chalukya
sculptures from the ceilings of the Aihole temples representing triple groups of Siva Brahma
and Vishnu. Here the Seshasayi Vishnu (PI. XXXI a) wears his yajnopavita in three
strands which runs over his right arm very much as in Sthe iva figure at Biccavolu. Simi-
larly in all these Eastern Chalukya carvings the armlet is the ananta type as it occurs in
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the Badami, Aihole area. The trisula of Siva here has a shape closely resembling that

occurring in the western zone, double curves characterising the outer prongs, but it should

be remarked at once here that the form of trisula is similar in the art of the Vishnukundins

also. The long flowing garlands of bells on the necks of bulls in Eastern Chalukya sculp-

ture recall parental zone in the west (PL XXXV 6, c). The bracket figures so charming

in the Vaishnava cave at Badami which have their later derivations in similar pillar decora-

tions in the later Western Chalukya structures as at Kuruvatti become a regular feature

in temples of Chalukya derivation and are probably the most attractive element in their

latest phase in Hoysala and Kakatlya temples. The bracket figures though not very

frequent are not altogether excluded in Eastern Chalukya sculpture as they do occur though

in attenuated glory as at Draksharama but the motif gains great popularity with the

sculptor in the still later Kakatlya temples and the slender and elongate dance figures on

pillar brackets from Palampet and Warangal (Fig. 22) are masterpieces as important as

the charming madanakai figures from the Belur and Hoysalesvara temples^which are better

known.

5
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THE SCULPTOR REVEALED IN HIS ART.

The Eastern Chalukya sculptor must be counted among the most open-minded of

the votaries of art. He was prepared to consider and imbibe the traditions of almost

every school he came across. He was one who vastly experimented and his productions

reveal a story which is as fascinating as it is interesting. Every little characteristic

noticeable in Eastern Chalukya art can be accounted for by the study of the interplay

of the traditions of different schools and the reaction of the sculptor towards them.

There is probably no school of sculpture in India wherein music and dance have not

claimed an extensive and lively treatment. Eastern Chalukya art is no exception and the

sculptor has shown in every creation of his how much he was saturated in and visibly

moved by the powerful influences of natya and sangita. Often among the themes chosen

for portrayal are several groups of musicians and dancers mostly of the heavenly order.

Among the masterpieces of early sculpture now lying in the Jamidoddi in Vijayavada are

fine groups of gods and goddesses, Gandharvas and Apsarases, dancing and playing musical

instruments (PI. XI6). Even in later sculpture at Bhlmavaram the rows of danseuses

using the ‘ lcolattam ’ rods (PI. XXXYa) that became all the more popular a few centuries

later in Vijayanagar sculpture suggest how greatly these festivities of fine arts impressed

the craftsmen that handled the chisel and created works of art that mirrored the rich life

of beauty and culture that flourished in their day.

For one who even casually visits places in the Andhra districts of the Godavari region

it will not fail to occur that in several temples there is great emphasis on the association

of rishis with the sacred spots and temples. The very river Godavari is known as Gautami

and associated with sage Gautama whose daughter she is supposed to be like Jahnavi

the daughter of sage Jahnu that Ganga is according to the legend. The way in which the

rishi Agastya is associated with Vedaranyam further south in the Tamil country, with the

Podiyal hill and the representation of rishis in several Chola temples, at once comes to our

mind as this aspect of rishi worship in Andhra is considered. \In fact the association of

temples with sages as for instance one in Bhimavaram with Mandavya has deep rooted

significance. The term Mandavya here is probably a corruption of Manavya the gotra or

clan which claims the Chalukyas. Another temple in Rajahmimdry is associated with

Markandeya a great sage who obtained immortality through the grace of Siva. The

temple of Siva at Draksharama is also associated with rishis. Probably it is here that

we have the earliest representation of the seven rishis and Arundhati (PI. XXXIII-a).

The only other place probably where the seven sages are represented in sculpture is

Rajgir near the kunds or hot springs but they are quite modem. The spirit of adoration

of sages so characteristic of the Eastern Chalukya period which has been reflected in

this excellent frieze of the seven sages at Draksharama showing each sage in a miniature

shrine suggests also the immense devotion of the sculptor to the rishi cult. In fact even

in representing music and dance the sculptor takes the opportunity of presenting

Satakarni, the sage so devoted to music and dance who even in his watery abode in
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a lake enjoyed the flute and drum and the patter of feet and the sway of the limbs of divine

dancers in action.

In Eastern Chalukya temples there is sometimes met with a miniature shrine model

of the larger one. This is most interesting for the study of not only the architectural

features of the temples but also the manner in which the large temple itself came into being.

The miniature model is the priliminary sample or foretaste of the larger one to come.

The royal builder desired to have an idea of what his creation would look like when finished .

Thus arose these miniature models as we find in the courtyard of the temples at Bhlma-

varam (PI. XXXIVafc) and Drakskarama (PI. XXXIII b).

To understand this custom of the preparation of smaller examples wre should only

refer to the ancient practice of the artists getting ready what is known as varnaka .

Damodaragupta in his Kutpxnlmata describes Banaras as a very beautiful and ideal city

appearing almost like a varnaka or priliminary sketch or model prepared by Visvakarma

to satisfy the curiosity of Brahma regarding the former's ability and capacity to create

the three worlds.

^ifai T^RT^f
Kuttanimata

,
177.

The commentary says enfe i ^ ^

This varnaka is of frequent occurrence in Sanskrit literature. Like a varnaka sample of

divine beauty sent to the earth was queen Jasamadevi

Wrt ii

Hirasaubhagya, VI, 42.

The Kathasaritsagara similarly describes another beautiful damsel as a varnaka prepared

by Brahma himself

ijSTfl: II

Kathasaritsagara, VT, ii, p. 141.

and in the same way a large artificial lake appears as a varnaka sample before creatin g

the ocean

qjSf h I

*1$: flraiafa spfo* II

Kathasaritsagara, VIII, iii, p. 256.

5a
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Even metaphorically the miseries experienced on earth are described in the Rajatarahgini

as a varnaka or sample taste of the tortures of hell.

aqs-Tf
I

q<JRR°T simT: 5T|*- II

Rajataranginl, IV, 655.

A varnaka sample or taste of beauty from a beauty spot from the fair form of lovely woman
is graphically presented in the Gathdsaptasati

3J3RR 3TT I

^RT? quicq^icaiai 3 ^^TRoipcriq; l|

RqReR|oRTT*R cRRT ii]

Gathasaptasati
,
VII, 20.

In the Dharmasarmdbhyudaya the varnaka as a priliminary sketch of an artist is described

in the verse

3IT I

Dharmasarmdbhyudaya
,
V, 5.

Sri Harsha
1

in his Naishadhiyacharita uses another term, hastalekha for nearly the same

thing and the commentary of Narayana explains it clearly.

3TT3W *mm\ I

Naishadhiyacharita, VII, 15.

3RR fRR?2%W
|

Idllf *131 flR$RlR! R d^IRT^ II

Naishadhiyacharita, VII, 72.

^RId7|p*Rl I

m Tiqqqfl^dttg^R. HqqtR R*3RT II

Naishadhiyacharita, XXI, 69.

The respective lines from the commentary in the three cases are clear on the point.

fRRISqRTRq: <R q:

« fw, Vi mr; i

•iRTSfq gR&jli ^iid ^RR dR Rq
r

|R |

3xiqRTTHR*n <ni,
-T Tl RRdl
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This term is also of frequent occurrence and it may be seen in the verse from Hlrasaubhagya

]m& n

Hlrasaubhagya
,
VIII, 157

The commentary here says (gTO^Jr^T 3^1 3^1^:

‘ f ’ fpr HTfr^tL I

’

Whether styled hastalekha or mrnaka what is meant is a priliminary sketch for an

artist and a model for a sculptor
;
and among the very few extant examples we know of

such, those prepared by the Eastern Chalukya sculptor are most noteworthy. The practice

of sculptors that we know from literature is here beautifully illustrated in his preserved

examples by the sculptor of Chalukya Bhlma who prepared one for each temple he executed

for the approval of his royal master. It is an eloquent testimony to the care and fore-

thought of the Eastern Chalukya sculptor in the preparation of large edifices revealed in

these examples preserved to posterity.

SCATTERED TREASURES OF SCULPTURE.

In Bhlmavaram near Samalkot, not very far from the famous Bhimesvara temple

dedicated to Siva is a modern looking construction, a temple for Vishnu, styled Mandavya-

narayana. In this the main temple which is absolutely modern does not concern us so

much as the several fine sculptures of early mediaeval date fixed all round in the outer

compound walls including the approach and the garden of the temple. Here hidden

amongst bushes and shrubs and peeping from the walls are fine sculptures which represent

the early phases of Eastern Chalukya art. The original temple dedicated to Vishnu should

have contained several carvings illustrating the Ramayana and the Bhagavata. In fact

the surviving fragments here show clearly that there has been a narrative series of sculptures

of which only a few have survived to suggest what has been lost. There have been also

other monographic forms apart from incidents from the Ramayana and the fife of Krishna.

The sculptures though worn or broken still reveal that the craftsman who prepared them

was a master at his art and could produce vigorous carving. Here Ravana is shown seated

in the alldha posture of the warrior in action with his numerous hands brandishing the

sword and other weapons with mighty fury and his cluster of heads looking ferocious

(PI. 1X6). In the arrangement of the heads of Ravana here one can easily recall the li ne

of Sana
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in the verse

W O

Kadambari, 1, 2.

wherein Ravana as a great Sivabhakta is described as having a circle of heads on the crown

crests of which nestle the particles of dust from the feet of Siva, a line that has also

inspired exactly similar treatment of the disposition of Ravana’s heads in the scene of

Ravana’s shaking Kailasa at Ellora. When we understand the constant intercourse bet

ween the Rashtrakutas and the Eastern Chalukyas we can see the reason for this identical

treatment of the figure. The Rdmdyana and the Mahabharata and the Bhagavata have

been an eternal source of inspiration for the decorative play of the sculptor on the surface

of the walls of temples. The plinth of the Ellora temple has several lovely scenes from

the Rdmdyana and the Mahabharata just as at Aihole in the Durga temple of early Western

Chalukya date and the Gupta temple at Deogarh. This scene probably represents Ravana

fighting Jatayu. It is a favourite scene judging from the fact that it occurs both in early

Western Chalukya sculpture as at Pattadakkal in the Virupaksha temple and in the

Rashtrakuta Kailasa temple at Ellora in almost identical form. As the sculpture here is

fragmentary the rest of the scene showing Jatayu is absent.

Another scene from the Ramayana is suggested in the fragmentary carving of two

princes under a tree with a monkey on it (PI. IX a). This probably represents Rama

and Lakshmana whom Hanuman approaches at the instance of Sugrlva. This sculpture

reminds us at once of similar situation in the Javanese panels from Prambanan. Rama

is seated despondent with his hand in the alapadma attitude suggestive of wonder which is

as much as to remark whether there could be a more unfortunate person than himseif, and

Lakshmana standing beside him attempts comforting him. Hanuman seated on the

branch of the tree is waiting to approach the princes.

Much more mutilated but still very significant is a panel representing the venugdna

of Krishna playing the flute and holding the cows and cattle spellbound by his divine

music (PI. X a). The cowherd boys go into ecstasies and the cattle lift their heads up

attracted by the soft strains of music. The jewelled waistband of Krishna with long

central tassel is very characteristic of Rashtrakuta influence is Eastern Chalukya territory.

But this element of decoration is all the more vivid and elaborate in every little detail

of the yajnopavita, the udarabandha, the waist-band, the hdra, the keyura, the kundalas,

the vaijayantimdld and the kirita of Vishnu and the hdra and coiffure of Lakshml in the

Lakshminarayana figure which is also another fragment from here (PI. IX c).
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And yet another fragment shows Garudanarayana Vishnu multi-armed seated on the

shoulder of Garuda (PL X b). Though very much worn it still retains the grace of its

original finish and the curves of the figures illustrate what a masterpiece it should have

been when it was fresh from the sculptor’s workshop. It recalls similar figures of Vishnu

on the Garuda of early date specially Garudanarayana from Rajgir and Deogarh. The

temple of Vishnu which was adorned by these carvings is unfortunately no more in existence.

But the sculptures which probably represent a very early phase of Eastern Chalukya work

must be assigned to the time of some early successors of Kubjavishnuvardhana who was

a great devotee of Vishnu, Paramabhagavata. It is not unlikely that tne term Mandavya

is only a corruption of manavya which is the gotra clan of the Chalukyas.

This early phase of art in the Eastern Chalukya realm is also represented by some

more fine carvings from Vijayavada which as one of their great seats was embellished

from the earliest times by the Eastern Chalukyas with several temples of fine workmanship

of which only some have survived.

In the Jammi doddi there are some pillars of a mandapa and some carved panels

preserved which give a fine idea of the superior artistic work of the Eastern Chalukya

sculptor (PI. XI a). The capitals of these pillars with seated lions at the corners on either

side of central projecting corbels facing the four directions are full of life and closely

resemble similar animals with Western Chajukya and Rashtrakuta influence in Pallava

and Chola territory, as for instance from Kaveripakkam and also the carvings of the

Xolamba school in the Chalukya style from Hemavati in Anantapur district, the home of

the Nolamba rulers. The corbels of these pillars are most beautifully carved with very

spirited figures of dancers and warriors on their front.

One of the panels here represents a number of musicians and dancers (PI. XI b). All

of them are denizens of the celestial spheres. A nymph towards the extreme left is playing

a vlnd along with her consort who also is thrumming the same type of instrument. Towards

the right end there is similarly another pair of the celestials, a lady sounding the cymbals

and the other playing the flute. In between these two pairs are three musicians, two

drummers ar,d one playing the cymbals. Above these figures a venerable sage distinguished

by his matted locks and long beard is shown resting lying flat within a rectangular block.

The sage is probably the femous Satakarni who was doing penance lying absorbed in his

aquatic abode in the lake rancliapsara where he was enticed tlirough the aid of five celestial

nymphs by Indra when he was alarmed at the severe penance of the anchorite who subsisted

only on tender sprouts of grass like the deer of the forest. Kalidasa in his description in

the Raghuvamsa of the progress of the aerial car towards Ayodhya places the asrama of

Satakarni beyond that of Agastya and gives a graphic pen picture of the sage in his mansion

below the waters of the lake not only listening to but absorbed in the music and sounding

of the drum, the sweet notes of which reached the balconies of the celestial car itself.
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Raghuvamsa, XIII, 38-39-40.

Probably connected with the same story and as it seems in continuation of the earlier

one just mentioned are two other panels representing dance and music (PI. XII a 6). One
of these presents a beautiful dancer in a lovely chatura pose while another dancer stands

towards the farthest end watching the movements of the other dancer to the sound of

cymbals and the drum.

The other panel shows a woman playing a flute, one sounding the cymbals, and another

a small hand drum while a dancer towards the extreme right dances in the chatura pose

with her right hand in the karihasta and the left held in pataka suggestive of protection.

In all these panels the figures are all very animated and the movements full of life.

The swaying of the heads by the drummers in the first panel, the heads thrown up in

rhythmic consonance as the fingers sound the drums, the similar attitude of those playing

the cymbals, the conscious enjoyment of the music as the flutist plays his flute and the

vlna players nodding their heads in approbation remind us of the line

*T1 I

Navaratnamdla
,
6.

In the second panel the intense gaze of the drummer as he watches the correct timing

of the cymbals in perfect consonance with the movements of the dancer whose swift swaying

of limbs and movements of faces turning now this side and now the other shows expressively

his appreciation as it were as he stands beside the other dancer who pulls herself up to

gracefully stand still for a while absorbed in contemplation of the superior charm of this

divine art of expression by gesture reminding us of Kalidasa’s wonder whether dance which

he describes as an ocular sacrifice for pleasing the gods

Malavikdgnhnitra
,
I, 4.

im more charming or the charming position of the dancer as she stands for a while not in

Action but in repose

Mdlavikdgnimitra
y II, 6.
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The third panel shows even more vigorous figures, the dancer keeping pace with the

drummers and musicians by her quick movements perfectly keeping the count of time.

The dancer herself with her hands thrown about in a characteristically artistic manner

reminds us at once of an earlier painting of the Pallava period of Mahendravarman’s time

from the Sittannavasal cave of which this is a reversed type and also a similar figure of

dancer from a famous panel in the story of Siddhartha at Barabudur.

The musical scenes that abound in early Eastern Chalukya sculpture suggest the

aesthetic appeal of the time and the great popularity of the fine arts, specially music and

dance. There is probably an exuberance of expression of musical appreciation in the

prolific occurrence of scenes of musical orchestra, classical and folk dance, the latter in

groups of damsels with pairs of small rods struck together to keep time and produce an

effect of consonance with the swaying movements of the dancers separating themselves

into pairs in the groups. The effect of rhythmic movement, perfect count of time and

group discipline makes this hallisaldsya or kolatta7n one of the most fascinating folk dances

known in India.

In some panels occurring on the walls of the Mallesvara temple at Vijayavada belonging

to the time of Yuddhamalla the carvings which are not only full of vigour and animation

but also elegant reflect the high aesthetic sense of the sculptor and his proficiency not only

in his art but also in the allied arts of music and dance recalling the close connection between

these arts as recorded in the early texts of Chitrasutra like the line of the 1 ishnudharmottara

j
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Vishnudharmottara , III, i, 4, 5, 7.

The musicians are shown within a rectangular frame around which there is a group

of damsels vigorously swaying their limbs and sounding the small wooden rods in consonance

with their movement (PL XIII c). The kola t tarn which is so popular even here as a desi

group dance gained greater favour with the people with the lapse of time and the long

plinths of the mandapas of the Yijayanagar period all over as at HampI repeat this motif

in profusion suggesting the great popular appeal for the art and the atmosphere surcharged

with this musical joy.

Another panel (PL XIII b) shows five musicians in a row all with right leg bent and left

thrust back in an attitude of flying as usually celestial beings are often represented in

carvings, the first playing flute, the second and third who are damsels sounding one a guitar-

shaped vina and the other a pair of cymbals, and the last two playing a vind of the long and

slender type.

Another panel of the same time represents graphically the fight of Narasimha with

Hiranyakasipu (Pl. XIII d). The doughty commanders of the demon king are shown

engaging the martial ability of Vishnu’s incarnation. Trampled under his foot lies one, and

fighting from the four directions with tireless energy are four others, one of them, probably

the trampled one, is Hiranya himself. The umbrella is held up over Narasimha and

the demon king even as in the case of Mahishasura fighting Durga in the Mahabalipuram

6
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panel, in both these cases suggestive of the superior royal glory of the vanquished. Near
the foot of Narasimha and imploring him to spare her spouse lying at his feet is the demon
queen who was a model of chastity and devotion to her lord. This is a great masterpiece

probably glorifying Narasimha better than any other representation of his of other schools

of sculpture in the country.

To this same period may be assigned a fragment of carving found hung at the foot of the

Parthisvara temple near the Krishna canal. It is a Siva gana exquisitely carved, with
much of it mutilated, but Still retaining something of its original finish to suggest how beauti-

ful it should have been when complete (PI. XIII a). The face is most expressive, the eyes

elegantly carved and the hair in ringlets carefully arranged in artistic fashion around the head
and decorated with a jewelled fillet. The ear-ornaments, necklet and udarabandha are all

in perfect consonance with the decorative charm of this lit tle gana figure.

Close to it lies in three broken fragments a long pedestal of exquisite workmanship
showing the respective vahanas of the Matrikas beginning with Brahml and Mahesvarl and
ending with Ohamunda (PL XV a). These mounts of the mother goddesses, swan, bull,

peacock, garuda. buffalo, elephant and jackal are so well proportioned and beautifully

carved that they suggest what a marvellous group of exquisitely carved figures representing

the deities has been lost. These figures show to what heights the Eastern Chajukya sculptor

could rise even in the depiction of animal studies.

This dexterity of the hand of the Eastern Chainkya sculptor in portraying animals and
his masterly study of the beast in its numerous forms is not only to be observed here but in

the still earlier monolithic foreparts of elephants, one pair of which should have adorned
a very early direlict temple at Vijayavada, and is now preserved in the Madras Government
Museum. The beautiful modelling of the temples and curved trunk.' the natural folds of the
flapping ears, and the straight and heavy forelegs fashioned by probably the same sculptor

that wrought the monolithic dvdrapalas, also preserved in the same Museum, rightly take
a place with the magnificent elephants in the large group of carvings constituting the scene
of Arjuna’s penance at Mahabalipuram, and those constituting the long rows of animals
supporting the heavy plinth of the stupendous eighth century monument of Kailasa at
Ellora which is a wonder of achievement in the art ofthe sculptor.

Originally found fixed on the Indrakila hill but now brought down and set up near
the Akkanna Madanna cave is an inscribed pillar with carvings on all the four sides (PI. XIV)
This has been discussed and described and the inscription edited by Mr. Krishna Sastri.

The inscription gives the several names of Arjuna and mentions how the pillar was set up
at the place where Arjuna performed penance by the son of Kaliyama-Boyi of Pechchevada
named Trikoti Boyi who considered himself an incarnation of the Yaksha who accompanied
Arjuna to the Indrakila hill which he supposes to be the same as the mountain on which he
established the pillar. The chieftain who erected the pillar was a contemporary of one or
other of the Eastern Chalukya kings of about the ninth century A.D., to whom he was very
loyal as the inscription records and the script displays the stage of evolution of writing about
that period of history.

It is probable that the erection of this pillar and recording a belief that this was the
place where Arjuna performed penance for thepaaupata weapon favoured the building a little

later of the Parthisvara temple. Anyway the title Yuddhamalla borne by princes of the
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and many a temple of the Vijayanagar period has a narration of the Kirata incident, one

of the most noteworthy both in line and colour and in sculpture being from the temple at

Lepakshl. 1

The inscription on this pillar gives a gist of the story of the penance of Arjuna for the

pasupata weapon, how dwelling at Dvaitavana, Arjuna intensely felt for his brothers in

distress, and intent on getting the powerful pasupata weapon, and aided by Vishnu, prayed

to Mahendra, and on his advice, resorted to the Indrakila hill, performed austerities, pleased

Siva, and from him obtained the pasupata weapon. It also mentions how the Yaksha who

then showed Arjuna the Indrakila hill was now born as Trikoti-Boyi, son of Kaliyama Boyi

of Pechchevada, and remembering his former birth and association with Arjuna set up this

pillar. The qualities of Trikoti Boyi are also recounted. The inscription reads from bottom

to top and is on two sides, north and south.

The panels on this pillar are in three rows and have to be followed in the sequence of

north, west, south and east, one row after the other. The top row shows the tliree principal

deities of the Hindu pantheon who are shown together in all early medieval temples as in

those of the Vishnukundins, Western Chalukyas and Pallavas and as described in inscriptions

mentioning such temples like The first is Brahma, the next

Siva with his consort Parvati and the third is Vishnu and the fourth the symbolic linga form

of Siva which is actually enshrined in the Siva cell in addition to the Somaskanda form of

Siva corresponding to the Brahma and Vishnu figures in the adjoining cells of the many

Pallava shrines of Mahendravarman’s time. So these figures of the top row should not be

brought in as part of the story of Arjuna narrated in the panels below as these are distinct

from the deities in the topmost panels.

So the absence of Mahendra and the presence of Brahma in the first panel of the first

row should not puzzle the observer. Nor should the terms Brahman used in the verses of

the Mahabhdrata story

ifcr ^ m*n\ dpi gaqrita: I

and
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Mahabhdrata iii, 37, 11,

Mahabhdrata, iii, 37, 83-84.

be*understood as referring to Brahma as it is distinctly there given that Mahendra appeared

as an old sage who advised Arjuna to appease Siva
;
and it is first sage Vyasa and later

Indra disguised as a sage who is referred to as Brahman in these verses.

1 The popularity of the theme in sculpture and painting has been discussed at length by T. N. Rama-
chandran in his article on the Kiratarjuniya in Vol. XVIII of the Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental
Art.
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s

Similarly the presence of either Vishnu or Haragauri or the Sivalinga should not be

brought into the sculptural story narration
;
specially the throwing of the flower garland by

Arjuna on a small earthen mound he prepared to represent Siva to assure himself of victory,

as he felt his opponent invincible, and his wonderingly noticing that very garland on the

head of the Jcirdta should not be brought in here simply because of the presence of the Siva-

lihga in one of the topmost panels, as all the topmost panels do not logically fit in the story

and as they excellently explain a scheme of representation quite distinct from the narrative

in the panels below. It should here we remembered that the sculptor follows the story

as given by Bharavi rather than the story in the Mahabharata.

The Yaksha mentioned in the inscription has no place in the Mahabharata story though

Bharavi introduces this character as one who came to lead Arjuna to the Raivataka hill.

The story of Bharavi shows how Siva was pleased when Arjuna caught him by his legs as he

wrestled with him and then and there revealed himself and bestowed the longed-for weapon

on Arjuna, and the worship of the Sivalinga by Arjuna and his recognizing Siva in the Kirdta

by those very flowers which were his offering in worship does not come in at all in Bharavi’s

narrative. The great quality of a malla in Arjuna was the object of admiration for Siva

here and well may Bharavi say

cFTflT cjqf ^ ^ l

Kiratarjuniya, XVIII, 14.

And the wonderful term mahahavamalla used by the poet in the line

Kiratarjuniya, XVIII, 8.

became a favourite title for several Chalukya monarchs.

The story begins on the north face in the middle tier immediately above the inscription

and represents Arjuna doing severe penance standing on one leg but carrying his weapons

about him as described in the legend.

The story goes that the rishis got frightened at the severe penance of the armed ancho-

rite and resorted to Siva to aid them in knowing the purpose of this great austerity. The

middle tier of the western face shows Siva and Parvati disguised as Kirata and Kiratl

with the bow prominently present in the hand of the divine hunter who starts to find out

the purpose of Arjuna’s penance.

The third panel of the story is the middle tier of the southern face where Arjuna is

shown shooting Mukasura, the demon who rushed towards Arjuna to kill him. The lower

tier is devoted to the continuation of the inscription on the northern face.

The fourth in this series is the corresponding middle tier on the eastern face of the pillar

where the Kirata shoots an arrow on the selfsame boar and claims it as his to which Arjuna
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objects pointing out that the shot of the Kirata on game already aimed by him was against

the rules of sportsmanship.

The scuffle that ensued is shown in the bottom panel on the western face. Siva as

Kirata and Arjuna are depicted wrestling with great gusto and Parvati is watching the game.

The boar, the cause of this dispute is down below where the ganas that followed the Kirata

according to the story watch with wonder the mighty combat of two great mahahavamallas.

It is here that Bharavi praises Arjuna as having tripped Siva the great victor of the Tripuras

by catching his legs as he jumped

srf^r li

Kirdtarjuniya
, XVIII, 12.

An d so wondered Siva the destroyer of all action at the great act of Arjuna in trying to

throw him down on the ground

ATI? i

tt ii

Kirdtarjuniya
, XVIII, 13.

The next panel, the bottom one on the eastern face shows Siva pleased and revealing

himself in his true form to Arjuna who immediately bows to him

Kirdtarjuniya
, XVIII, 15,

and that pleasure of Siva wonderfully put by Bharavi as Siva’s appreciation which was all

the more for his might and skill as a wrestler rather than for his austerities

<r?«T ^ iO O

Kirdtarjuniya, XVIII, 14.

The gift of paiupatastra is also presented in this itself as it is represented as a flaming

object in a rectangular box held in his right hand which kneeling Arjuna with bent head and

supplicant hands is receiving from the Lord.

A LEGACY OF MONUMENTS WITH SCULPTURAL WEALTH.
Midway between Samalkot and Rajahmundry is the village of Biccavolu which contains

several important temples of the early Eastern Chalukya period. The village is named after

a title of the king Birudaiikabhlma who was no other than Gunaga Vijayaditya III. In the

vicinity of the village but in the fields stand three temples deserted and almost on the verge

of decay and within the village another group of three temples still under worship.
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Among the temples in the fields there is one larger than the others and which lacks

profuseness in decoration though all the architectural features observed in other temples are

present here also (PI. XVI a). In this there is an almost total absence of figure sculpture

as even the niches are bare and except for the carving of the dvdmpalas on the door-jambs

and Lakshmi on the lintel there is very little here of sculptural detail. Still from the point

of view of architecture the features are very interesting for a study of Eastern Chalukya

temple structure which follows the Dravida type inspired by southern traditions. As
observed both in Pallava and Western Chalukya territory, the vimdna here immediately

brings to our mind the Pallava type which lias been the main source of inspiration even for

the Pattadakal group and the famous Rashtrakuta monument at Ellora.

The dvarapalas here on the door-jambs lie also half-buried as the floor level has consi-

derably risen constituted as it is of the earth from the field all around accumulated during

the ages. In characteristic form one of the dvarapalas has his hip twisted in the prish tha -

svastika form while the other has just one leg crossing the other as he stands at ease like his

other companion resting on his huge club (PI. XV b). There is a snake in one of the hands

of both the dvarapalas and a hand is held as usual in the vismaya pose of wonder (Pl. XV c).

A lady attendant stands beside the dvdrapdla in each case, the lady on the left being shown

in side view, a tradition that is observed at Mahabalipuram in the case of several figures,

which has tremendous artistic effect.

Beyond this and a little away and probably nearer the village and on its outskirts

stands another temple which is in a very sad state of preservation (PI. XVI b ). Unlike the

previous one which is bare of decoration by the introduction of animal and human motifs

this temple has several figures which constitute valuable material for the study of the

sculpture of the period. The three large niches that have the makara torana decoration on

top, a feature which is lacking in the former temple, have figures of Surya (PI. XXVII a)

and Vishnu (PI. XXV d) in them. On the tiers above there are several figures representing

individual monographic forms and motifs like the mithuna which are excellent material for

study. The doorway of this temple has an unique feature as it shows the two river

goddesses, Ganga and Yamuna on either side, a feature that is absent in other temples

of the period in this area (PI. XVII). This view ofGanga and Yamuna as guardians of the

doorway which is very common in Gupta temples is known to have been brought along with

the Palidhvaja banner as symbols of sovereignty from the Yamuna-Ganga doab by the

Western Chalukya king Vikramaditya of Badami through his son Vinayaditya who led

a north Indian expedition and returned victorious. This was later appropriated by tho

Rashtrakutas, the political successors of the early Western Chalukyas. As the Eastern

Chalukyas were eternally at feud with the Rashtrakutas, and as Gunaga Vijayaditya was

a king of this dynasty to whom, according to the inscriptions, even the Rashtrakuta king

Vallabha paid homage, he was, as the inscription says, the lord of the entire Dakshinapatha

including Trikalinga and won the symbols of the rivers Ganga and Yamuna and the banner
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Pdlidhvaja which symbols of sovereignty the Rashtrakutas had inherited from their poli-

. tical predecessors. This fact gathered from the Sataluru grant of Gunaga Vijayaditya is

sculpturally borne out by this new introduction in this temple which may be assigned to the

time of this king. Other factors also point to this date. '.For instance the Ganesa images

which occur on the tiers of the vimdna show a single pair of arms (PI. XIX a ), a feature that

can be observed not only in earlier carvings of Ganesa in the Eastern (PI. VII a b) and Western

Chalukya territory but even also on the seal of Gunaga Vijayaditya from Sataluru

(PI VIII) This seal is a beautiful work of art illustrating fine makara figures exactly like

those from the makara torana over the niches in this and the other temples and also as they

occur as decoration for the kudus of horse-shoe shape (Fig. 24). Till the time of Gunaga

C.S. del.

Fig. 24.

—

Kiidu. from temple, Biccavolu.

Vijayaditya the single pair of arms of Ganesa continues though in his time the additional

pair is also introduced and another masterpiece of about his time shows the additional pair

of arms for a Ganesa in the Golingesvara temple (PI. XXI) which should also be assigned

to the time of Vijayaditya or slightly later.

Somewhat separately situated on the outskirts of the village is yet another temple

(Pl. XVIII c) with features bearing close similitude to the one just described, having very

similar central niches on the three sides with the makara decoration and with figures in

them. One of these and a striking one is Siva dancing in the diatura pose in his Nataraja

form (PL XVIII 6). Though the sikhara of this temple is unfortunately ruined and lost

the material for the study of the architectural motifs of the Eastern Chalukya temple is very

rich here. The torana decoration on the niche (Pl. XXII e) which closely resembles the

southern type as we find at Kanchlpuram in the Kailasanatha temple (Pl. XXII a) shows

the floriated tail of the makara on either side, the cherub Gana seated on the makara and an

arch issuing from the mouth of one makara to meet the mouth of the other

on the other side and there are rearing lions one on either side near the curled up snout

of the makaras . The small carved central projection right above the lintel of the niche
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is also very characteristic. All these features recall similar execution in the structural

temples of Rajasimha in Kanchlpuram and in the homeland of the Chalukyas at

Pattadakal.

The kudu is characterized by a greater profusion of the makara element introduced

on it than in similar ones either from the Canarese or Tamil districts. Complete figures

are shown in the kudus rather than peeping heads as in earlier Pallava and Chalukya

counterparts. The row of vyala busts is also characteristic here of the motif in the south.

It is particularly to be noticed that there are mithuna figures on the tiers (Pl. XIX a) that

recall similar motif from Orissan temples and the reason for this is clear as we are aware

from history of the connection between the Eastern Chalukya rulers and Kalinga. It

should be specially remembered that Gunaga Vijayaditya was the overlord of Kalinga

and the Ganesa figure here on the tiers of the vimana which should be assigned to his time

(Pl. XIX a) show^s the deity with a single pair of arms exactly as it is in the Satalur grant.

The row of geese under the eves as a motif which we find occurring at Mahabalipuram

(PL XVIII a) is repeated in this monument just above the niches in the place where it ought

to occur (Pl. XVIII b). The temple itself is in the southern style with several elements

suggestive of northern influence through Orissa.

One such prominent feature here is the presence of Lakulisa in exactly the same

form as he occurs in Orissan sculptures (Pl. XIX b). It should be remembered that at

Mukhalingam even in the Eastern Ganga temples Lakulisa is substituted for Dakshinamurti

as this figure is a favourite one. Lakulisa occurs so often in Orissan sculpture that it is

no wonder this motif struck the imagination of not only the Eastern Chalukya sculptor

but also the pious builder of the temple who wanted to have Siva as the great teacher

introduced in all his glory as in Orissa. Thus we have a form of Lakulisa travelling south

earlier than the one introduced two centuries later by that great conqueror who brought

home Ganga, the emperor Rajendrachola, the son of Rajaraja the Great. This later image

whose origin and significance is now forgotten is enshrined in a cell in the Tiruvottiyur

temple at Madras. Rajendra honoured the great Saivacharyas from the banks of the

Ganges during his great expedition in quest of the Ganges, and being struck by this form

of Siva introduced it as he had introduced many other motifs from the north in South India.

A forgetful posterity has styled this image in Tiruvottiyur as Gaullsa which though

approximating the term Lakulisa is still an obvious mistake for Lakulisa.

We may now compare the Lakulisa figure from Tiruvottiyur (PL XIX c) with the one

introduced from Orissa in the Eastern Chalukya temple. The mudras of the hand of the

lower pair of arms are very significant in both. The hands are in the attitude of preaching

which is so characteristic of Buddha in the dharmachakrapravartana attitude. In fact

both these sculptures remind us at once of Buddha preaching the law at Sarnath. In the
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case of the sculpture from Biccavol the lotus on which he is seated with its long stalk flanked

by figures at once recalls Buddha figures in similar attitude seated on lotus with a long

stalk that penetrated to the nether world as the story goes, which the Nagas tried to shake.

We have such images at Amaravati and elsewhere and it would be interesting to compare

this with that. This figure of Lakullsa carries the akshamald and the kapala in his other

two hands and the laguda or the long stick held against his shoulder is very characteristic

of this icon
;
and it is interesting to find that this form was introduced south of Orissa

two centuries before Rajendra brought it further south.

In the village itself there is a group of three temples dedicated to Siva. The central

snrine, which is the largest of the three is dedicated to Siva known as Golingesvara and the

adjacent ones also of Siva are styled shrines of Rajaraja and Chandrasekhara. All the

three temples belong to the same period and may be assigned to the time of Gunaga

Vijayaditya or slightly later. There is greater profusion here of sculpture (PI. XXII b)

than in the earlier discussed temples.

In the case of the Rajaraja temple there are three niches on all the three sides, one

devoted to Ganesa (PL XXIII b), another to Kartikeya on peacock (PI. XXVIII a) and

the third to Mahishamarddini (PI. XXII e). The Chandrasekhara temple lacks such

figures. The central shrine of Golingesvara has a wealth of monographic material, as all

around it, in niches and between pilasters, there are figures of Surya, Vishnu, Vayu, Indra,

Agni. Bhikshatana, Brahma, Naga with kalasa
,
Skanda, NagI, Ekapada, Ganga, Chamunda,

Mahishamarddini, Vrishabha, Kankala and Ardhanarlsvara. The general arrangement of

these temples with their niches, kudus, pilasters, gargoyles, etc., can be understood by a look

at a side view of the Golingesvara temple (PI. XXII b). Some of the figures composing

the mithuna motif and surasundaris in kudus like the one from the Golingesvara from

the vimana top in threequarters view (PI. XXIII a) remind us at once of similar Orissan

figures and also those from Khajuraho.

In the mukhamantfapa of the temple of Golingesvara are preserved two exquisite

masterpieces of Eastern Chalukya sculpture, one representing Siva and Parvati in the

form known as Alinganachandrasekharamurti, and the other, a seated figure of Ganesa.

Both these are great masterpieces. Unlike the usual Ahnganachandrasekharamurti in

Southern India wherein the upper pair of arms are shown carrying the parasu and the

mriga
,
the axe and the deer, while the lower ones are in abhaya and in embrace on the waist

of Devi, here in this sculpture (Pl. XX), one of the upper pair of arms carries the sula while

the other is in the alapadma attitude suggestive of wonder. The lower pair is in the same

position as in similar images of Alinganachandrasekharamurti. It is interesting to note

the antariya or the under-garment of Devi arranged in exactly the same manner as in the

case of the early figures in the panel from Peddamudiyam. The katisutra and the side
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tassels, etc., are all in the usual Chalukya style characteristic of the south. The yajnopavlta

is a broad ribbon with a loose ribbon knot, a feature to be noted in late Pallava, Western

Chalukya and early Chola sculptures. The jatamukuta of Siva and the karandamukuta

of Devi are after the southern tradition.

The Ganesa image is an outstanding masterpiece (Pl. XXI). The jatamukuta is here

very clearly and beautifully fashioned in the northern tradition by the sculptor who has

also adorned it with pearl festoons issuing from the mouth of a simhamiikha used as a central

decoration for the jatamukuta. Lovely little chdmaras adorn the ears. There is a garland

of bells on the neck as well as the feet. The udarabandha and the nagayajnopavita are

shown. The keyuras are of the early type in the form of ananta coiled round the arm. There

is an additional pair of arms which is a fresh introduction just about this time in this area.

One of the hands carries the akshamdla while the other carries the parasu. The other two

hands carry the broken tusk and a vessel full of modaka on which Ganesa is feeding himself.

The short and stout but very well-marked features, the natural elephant’s head, a prominent

tusk, and above all the artistic excellence in this figure mark it out as a great masterpiece.

Theprabha behind the jatas is another noteworthy feature in Chalukya sculpture.

In considering this Ganesa image it would be interesting to see the different traditions

pertaining to the image of Ganesa all over the country during the different centuries. As
may be seen from the figure illustrating these details not only does Ganesa lack additional

pair of arms in the earlier stages all over the country but also wears a simple Elephant’s

head without any crown to adorn it. It is only later that first a small lotus decoration

rises above his temples on the head and develops into the jatamukuta in northern India,

the ratnamukuta in the Chalukya area and the karandamukuta in the Tamil area. During

the earlier stages we find that Ganesa in the Eastern Chalukya territory lacks the crown

and has just a lotus peeping out over his temples as in early specimens of this image in the

Western Chalukya area and further north. But by the time of Gunaga Vijayaditya the

influence of Orissa is obvious and it may be noticed that the jatamukuta is very prominent.

The Chalukjm tradition of bells is however observed here.

We may now consider the general disposition of the niche and the figures in the group

of three temples with the Golingesvara shrine as the principal one. Themakara torana arch

over the niche is exceedingly well represented in every case in this group of temples. We
have only to compare this makara toraim decoration (PI. XXII e) with similar ornamenta-

tion in early Pallava structural temples as at Kaiichl (PI. XXII a). The makara torana

niche top in the Kailasanatha temple at Kanchl is, for example, excellent for comparison

with the type occurring here. Several Western Chalukya makara torana niche tops can

also be brought in for comparison. The evolution of the makara torana motif from the early

Amaravatl period has been already noticed earlier (see above) and the next stage of evolu-

tion of this decorative niche top may be easily seen by comparing the Kailasanatha temple

7a
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makara torana with the makara torana of Mahendravarman’s time. Comparison of this

Pallava niche top with the one from these temples of the Eastern Chalukya would show

the close similarity in every feature, the floriated tail, the gaping mouth and the curled

snout of the makara
,
the dwarf rider on its neck, the arch issuing from the mouth of one and

proceeding to the mouth of the other makara
,
the prancing lion near its snout, and the

centra] -bud like projection and so forth.

Now to consider one of the motifs occurring within the niche
;
in the case of Mahisha-

marddini here, great achievement is suggested by two figures of cherubs flying above hold-

ing a crown over her which is as much as to say that she is crowned with success in achiev-

ing something great (PL XXII e). To understand this better we have to look to earlier

representations of a similar nature. At Deogarh in the panel representing Gajendramoksha,

the triumph of Vishnu and his great achievement in rescuing the elephant from its foe,

the Naga is suggested similarly by devas fluttering above holding a huge crown on top

within the niche (Pl. XXII d). This early Gupta sculpture only shows one of the stages of

the development of this motif which goes back to greater antiquity. To comprehend this

Gupta motif again we have to examine still earlier sculpture. In Satavahana carving of the

second century A.D., the great renouncement of Siddhartha which is another great achieve-

ment is similarly suggested by figures of devas fluttering above carrying in similar manner a

crown. An excellent example of this type is among the treasures of Amaravati sculpture

(Pl. XXII c) in the British Museum *.

%

Durga is here repeated in another niche (Pl. XXII b ). She is in the northern style

piercing the buffalo demon with her sula holding up the sword to strike the neck of the

buffalo from which is issuing the demon. Her left foot tramples the buffalo demon as she

stands in warrior attitude. It is not Durga of the southern type, as we find her in action

at Mahabalipuram or Ellora mounted on her lion and striking the buffalo demon, or stand-

ing at ease on the cut head of the buffalo as is also usually seen in the south. This tradi-

tion of representing Durga trampling and cutting the buffalo is already noticed even in the

early Peddamudiyam plaque (PL I a), is observed in several Western Chalukya figures, and
in the Eastern Chalukya area also the form obtains.

In one of these niches the Ganesa figure is found (PL XXIII b) in very much the same
fashion as the Ganesa preserved in the mandapa of the Golingesvara shrine.

Vishnu is twice represented carrying the saibkha and chakra
,
the lotus and the club

and wearing the vanamala and other ornaments, but still simpler than the more elaborately

decorated later figures from Orissa, the tradition of which area in representation of this

icon is however followed here (Pl. XXIII c, XXV d). In Orissan sculpture of Vishnu of the

* The Amaravati sculptures in the British Museum have recently been studied by Mr Barrett h
valuable book on this collection has now been published by the British Museum.

* C llo*d
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mediaeval period there is a combination of the southern and northern elements (Ph

XXXI c). The sankha and chakra are carried in the normal way as in the south in the

upper pair of arms, and the lower left hand rests on the gada. Unlike as in North Indian

sculpture from Bengal, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and other places where the spiral

of the conch is held downwards it is here held the opposite way as in the south. The

chakra however in Orissan sculpture has the central tassel issuing in zigzag fashion from

the wrheel, a feature that is observed in North Indian sculpture. It is held by the fingers in

the peculiar manner observed in North Indian sculptures and not in the manner a sit is

held in South India. The hand resting on the club is reminiscent of southern tradition

as in North Indian sculpture the gada is held up in the hand. Another important feature

to be noticed in the case of the Orissan Vishnu is that he w^ears the uttariya which is

suggested in flowdng lines as covering the chest diagonally with one end of it resting on

the shoulder encircling it in semicircular fashion. The katisutra has a central tassel

composed of a chain-like decoration. The loops and central tassel are no doubt

observed in Chalukya sculpture all over but this chain-like decoration composed of finks

is peculiar to Orissa.

In the Eastern Chalukyan representation of Vishnu some of these interesting features

may be observed. In the case of the chakra however it is a plain wheel-like thing with

circular decorations instead of the stumpy artistic spokes observed in Orissan sculpture.

The central tassel issuing flame-like in a zigzag fashion is absent in the Eastern Chalukya

chakra . ‘The hand resting on the club is in much the same fashion. The uttariya of cloth

with lines suggesting the folds is very much after the Orissan type. The long yajnopavlta

and the vanamala are all important for comparison.

In the case of the representation of Surya in the niche from the Golingesvara temple

(PI. XXIII d) there are lotuses presented in both his hands as usual but the noteworthy

feature here is that he is attended by Danda and Pingala, wears top boots and between his

feet is seen the charioteer Aruna, which form a characteristic of all North Indian

representations of the Sun god. It is interesting to note that unlike as in South Indian

sculptures and Western Chalukya representations of Surya where the god has his feet

bare, he is here represented with shoes, a tradition that is observed in Orissa and of which

the famous Konarak Surya is a fine example (PI. XXXI h).

Chamunda in one of the niches here (PI. XXIV c) is very much after the Orissan type which

is itself closely allied to other figures of the kind from elsewhere in North India, as for instance

from Bihar (PL XXXII b ). She is seated on the prctasana. a corpse w hich jackals are tearing

and eating with gusto. One of her hands is in the tarjani, an attitude of threatening and

commanding silence and awe and this tarjani finger is just placed on her lips to suggest an

atmosphere of awe. Her face is shrunk like her body revealing her as almost a skeleton and
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on her shrunk belly is the indistinct mark of a scorpion suggesting the pangs of hunger and

indicating her terrific aspect as Krisodari. She carries the kha tvanga. a weapon composed of

bone, a long bone handle with the human skull fixed towards one end. Her kapdla skull

cap bowl, the khatvanga weapon, the sword, the peculiar tarjani, her bundled up hair, her

peculiar seated posture, and the hide of the elephant, usually associated with Chamunda,

shown above her in a manner similar to Bhairava from Orissa, all combine to make

it a really terrible concept. As it is in this fashion that this sculpture occurs in Orissa also,

the source of inspiration for this Eastern Chalukya sculpture is not far to seek for. In passing

it may be noticed that the tradition of representing the gajajina over Bhairava, in a manner

to suggest the contour of a standing elephant above, long and drooping, as the hide should

be. as seen in Orissan carvings, a fine example of which is preserved in the Indian Museum,

is exactly so repeated in the case of Chamunda also in Orissa. It is interesting to compare

with this a sculpture in the Indian Museum of Chamunda from Bihar wherein the hand in

tarjani ,
the emaciated form of the goddess and the scorpion in the belly are very clear.

In two other niches Kankala and Bhikshatana are represented, one receiving food from

a Rishipatni (PI. XXIV a) and the other standing with an attendant (PI. XXV a), both

of them carrying mayurapichha or the peacock-tail bunch in hand. The mayurapichha is a

very great favourite in Orissan sculpture and the influence of Kalinga tradition here is

obvious.

Siva as Ekapada occurs in another niche in the Golingesvara temple (PI. XXV c) and

it should oe observed here that this deity standing on a single leg is vert frequently met

w'ith in Orissa rather than elsewhere. It is irteresting to compare this image with similar

representation from Mukhalingam and several other places in Kalinga.

In yet another niche theie is a seated figure of a goddess with bovine head (PI. XXIV d).

Among the sixty-four Yoginls from Bberaghat, Sutna and other places in Central India the

form of Devi with the bovine head as one of the Yoginis is noteworthy and in the long

description of the thousand names of Lalita

—

Lalitasahasranama—Gomata is speciallv

mentioned. It is the concept of Gomata which this figure represents in sculptural form. The

carving of similar figures from Sutna now preserved in the Indian Museum with an inscrip-

tion on its pedestal mentioning it as Vrishabha is interesting for comparison (PI. XXXII c)

as traditions seem to have flowed from the Haihaya area also from Central India into

Eastern Chalukya territory.

In yet another niche there is Ardhanarisvara shown here (PI. XXV b). The half of

the figure representing Siva has two arms, one carrying the siila in the tradition of North

Indian sculpture. There is only one arm on the side of Devi and this carries either a flower

or mirror. The feet rest one on the bull and the other on the lion as these two animals are

respectively the vahanas of Siva and Devi. Thejafa is arranged in a bundle on one side and
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on the other the dhdmmilla ofDevi is arranged in beautiful feminine coiffure fashion. The

sculptor has taken great care to represent the contour line of the figure on both sides with

special attention to narrow the waist, widen the hip, droop the shoulder, amplify the

breast, add a charming smile to the face on the feminine side with corresponding effect

of masculine form on the other. This is a great masterpiece indeed. The bringing together

of bull and lion together here is also reminiscent of sculpture from North India where it is

common. Here Skanda appears twice in the niches, one in the Rajaraja temple

(PI. XXVIII a) and the other in the Golingesvara temple (PL XXVI b). He is seated

in one and standing in another. In one the peacock vehicle is shown down below his

master’s couch as he is seated and in the other it is shown stretching out its neck as it stands

behind him for fondling the hand of Skanda held out to it. The seated figure carries not

only a spear like the other standing one but also a cock which is so characteristic of Skanda.

Skanda in his Gurumurti form is known to have explained to Brahma the meaning of

praruiva ;
and to suggest this Rishis are shown at his feet awaiting to be enlightened

regarding the significance of omkara. The seated figure of Skanda (PL XXVIII a) which

so closely resembles similar Kalinga figures may be compared with a carving from Mukha-

lingam of the Eastern Ganga school (PL XXVIII b).

The standing figure of Skanda is a very charming one and the representation of the

peacock with its stretched out neck is very natural and free from any convention

(Pl. XXVI 6).

Among the sculptures from the niches there is one of Brahma with attendants on

either side of him (PL XXVII b). He is standing on a lotus supported by three dwarfish

figures which may be taken as the Traylvidya or the three Vedas. Brahma’s face here is

in youthful fashion following the southern tradition and there is neither beard nor paunch

which is observed in Northern Indian mediaeval sculpture.

Yet another sculpture from the walls of the Golingesvara temple is one of Ganga

standing gracefully with a mayurapicliha or peacock feather fan in her left hand and

a vessel in her right hand (Pl. XXVI a). An attendant figure is holding an umbrella

over her. The significance of Ganga image in Eastern Chalukya sculpture has already

been noticed (see above).

Some loose sculptures of great beauty lying in the courtyard of the Golingesvara temple

suggest what a wonderful group of Saptamatrika has been lost of which only these few

remain. One of them is Chamunda represented with very fearful face and form seated

on a corpse on which a jackal is feeding with gusto (PL XXIX «). She wears a mundamdla

and yajnopavlta composed of human skulls, her necklace is a tearful snake, from her ear

lobes issue snakes with raised hoods, her matted hair is spread about as a huge mass of

frizzled locks encircling her head and have human skulls as decoration. Her sunken eyes.
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gaping month and frightful tusks strike terror. In her right pair of arms she has a khatvahya

and the sword, in the left pair a huge cobra and a skull cap from which to drink blood.

She has a sunken belly and the contours of the ribs graphically present her emaciated form.

Another charming figure is that of Kaumarl seated on a pedestal against which is

shown her vehicle, a peacock (PI. XXIX b). The figure is a very lovely one showing the

youthful goddess wearing the karandamukuta
,
necklace, armlets and bracelets and yajno-

pavita running over her right arm. The central tassel so characteristic of Chalukya figures

is here very prominent dangling from the katisutra and the folds of the nivibandha of her

garment issuing from above the waist zone is very artistically displayed. The pdsa and

vajra are prominently shown in her upper arms. While one of these is held in the fingers

in the kartarimukha attitude the other is held in normal fashion. One of her right hands

is in abhaya and the other is resting on her knee. The decorated siraschakra behind her

head is prominent. The face of the goddess is very charming and it is one of the finest

sculptures of the time of Gunaga Vijayaditya.

The Virabhadra accompanying the Saptamatrika group is also fortunately preserved

for us (PI. XXX a). Siva is seated with one leg bent on the seat and the other resting

on the ground. At his feet and below the seat is seated his vehicle the Nandi bull with

its face turned to gaze lovingly at the feet of his master. The jatds of Siva are arranged

in artistic fashion as a crown. There are kundalas on his ear lobes shaped like lotus buds

like similar ones in very early Pallava and early Western Chalukya sculptures. The broad

necklace is composed of strands of pearls, and the udarabandha is similarly composed. The

yajnopavita runs in ribbon shape in three strands over his right arm as in the case of early

Western Chalukya figures from Aihole (PI. XXXI a). It is very interesting to compare

this feature as it points to the persistence of early traditions from the homeland even after

some centuries. The keyura or the armlet is similarly shaped in the ananta fashion entwining

the arm in the early Aihole fashion. Siva carries the akshamala and sula in his upper pair

of arms while the other two are in the tripataka attitude. This rather uncommon but

artistic natyahasta chosen for representing abhaya and varada by using the tripataka suggests

the artistic mind of the sculptor who has chosen to speak in dance gestures. The siraschakra

is present here as in the case of Kaumarl. This is also a fine specimen of the Eastern

Chalukya art of the ninth century.

Closely resembling the Nataraja in the niche of one of the temples in the fields of the

Biccavolu village is another image of the same form which was found under a tree neglected

and uncared for and is now preserved in the Eastern Chalukya bay of the Madras Govern-

ment Museum (PL XXX 6). A noteworthy feature of this form of Siva is that though

there are only four arms as in the southern representations of Natesa the dance itself is

in the chatura mode as in the sculptures from other parts of North India and the Deccan
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but more important than everything else is the urdhvalinga of Siva. This shows the

influence of northern tradition again. It should here be specially noted that this feature

is invariable in representations of Siva from Bengal, Orissa and elsewhere. Even in repre-

senting Ardhanarisvara, as for instance, in the famous one from the Rajshahi Museum
the Siva half shows the urdhvalinga and it is unnecessary to state that in the case of Hara-

Gaurls of the Pala period this urdhvalinga is clearly shown as a characteristic of Siva. To
understand this tradition we have to see earlier sculpture, as for instance, the inscribed

Hara-Gaurl from KausambI belonging to the transitional period from Kushan to Gupta,

wherein the urdhvalinga aspect is as prominent as the virupdksha third eye in the forehead,

not across the forehead but along it the whole length. Siva carries the sula here and the

emphasis on the sula rather than on the axe and deer is again a characteristic of northern

sculpture found here.

The premature death of his valient son Irimartiganda on the battle-field just at the

moment of victory, and his long rule of several years with a number of battles which had to

be fought all along, made Chalukya Bhlma turn his eyes to the Almighty in a different angle

of vision, and being himself a patron of art and literature, he dedicated the skill of hia

sculptors to the service of God by building temples of Siva. One of them is the famous

shrine at Draksharama in the Godavari delta and it is named Bhimesvara after the king.

In this temple a very noteworthy sculpture which may ordinarily be missed as it is situated

near the steps leading to the large tank is a slab dedicated to the Saptarishis and Arun-

dhati (PL XXXIIIa). It should be remembered that several of the temples in Andhra are

associated with rishis and even further south we have several instances of temples associated

with sages. Here there are eight miniature shrines in the plaque with the sikhara carved

in Orissan style which again shows northern influence from Kaliiiga in this area as Gunaga

Vijayaditya was an overlord of Kaliiiga also. In these shrines in order may be seen Atri,

Bhrigu, Kutsa, Vasishtha, Arundhatl, Gautama, Kasyapa and Angiras. The rishis are

all simply dressed and have their huge locks ofjatd bundled up in big knots over their heads,

wear a long beard, and, as all of them are compassionate towards all beings, their right hand

is in abhaya and the left hand carries the kundika or water vessel. The only difference in the

case of Arundhatl is that she wears feminine dress and is of more slender proportions. This

sculpture is probably one of the most important from the point of view of the study of the

Saptarishis, as no other earlier representation of the seven sages is so far known.

The temple at Draksharama possesses a huge Nandi of excellent workmanship which

is as beautiful as, if not even more than, the one in Bhlmesvara temple at Bhimavaram

near Samalkot which is also a construction by Chalukya Bhima. A noteworthy carving

here in this temple is the small miniature shrine which was prepared by the architect of the

temple to give the king an idea ofhow the structure would look when finished (PL XXXIIIi).

This miniature model is also represented at Bhlmavaiam near Samalkot where in the shrine

8
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of Bhimesvara a similar miniature model is found with carvings on all sides (PI. XXXIV) ;

and here again the rishis and their importance is emphasised on the plinth portion.

The tradition from the Western Chalukya homeland of the bracket figures of sura-

sundaris which we find in profusion from the time of Badami till the late mediaeval period

in not only later Western Chalukya temples as at Kuruvatti and other places but also in

Hoysala temples from Belur, Halebid and other places and in Kakatiya shrines as from

Palampet, Warangal, etc., is not altogether forgotten in Eastern Chalukya territory, as

here at Draksharama, as one enters the temple, one finds miniature bracket figures very

much worn but still suggesting how the tradition was kept up. The mandapa in the tank,

the water pavilion for the festival of the barge in Vasanta or spring, brings the Eastern

Chalukya temple in a line with the several South Indian ones where this again is a special

feature.

In the Bhimesvara temple at Bhimavaram near Samalkot, as already remarked, the

Nandi is a very fine one (PI. XXXVc) characterised by long garlands of bells which is a

special noteworthy factor in the case of bulls of the Eastern Chalukya period, a tradition

derived from the homeland in the west. Vijayavada abounds in a number of Nandis like

this and one such found at Gangaikondacholapuram (PI. XXXV b) so different from the

rest of the scidptures around it and so exactly like those of the Eastern Chalukya school

confirms in a strange way the conquest of Vengi by Rajaraja and Rajendra, the great Chola

emperors, and it is one of those carvings like several others from elsewhere brought home as

trophies by Rajendra that occurs in the shape of this bull in the shrine adjacent to the

large one at Gangaikondacholapuram. This is well worth comparing with the bull from

Bhimavaram.

The pillars of the mandapa wherein the Nandi is housed are decorated with carvings

illustrating the musical joy which was such a feature in the Eastern Chalukya kingdom

about the time. Here the desi dance known as kolattam is depicted where the dancers in

groups divided themselves into pairs to strike and keep time with small wooden rods as

they swayed their limbs in dance movements (PI. XXXVa).

The Eastern Chalukya period was one of intense martial activity no doubt but it was

also the time when art and literature were given an impetus. It was during the time of

the Chalukyas that the Telugu language was fostered
; and the earliest Telugu poetry

is in Eastern Chalukya inscriptions ;
and the birth of the great Telugu epic Mahabharata

was at the instance of that great Eastern Chalukya king, who is even now the darling of

the Andhras, Rajarajanarendra, whose preceptor Nannayabhatta wrote at his instance

for the benefit of the people, in a language that they could understand, in the Telugu of

the time, from the original text of the epic in Sanskrit. It was similarly successive Eastern

Chalukya kings from the time of Kubjavishnuvardhana that fostered the art and culture
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of their realm, Vijayaditya II Narendramrigaraja who constructed a hundred and eight

Siva temples as a thanksgiving for his success in his hundred and eight battles, Gunaga

Vijayaditya III who several decades later continued the martial glory of his ancestor

Vijayaditya II, and Chalukya Bhlina, the worthy nephew of Gunaga Vijayaditya. This

artistic activity of the king inspired other noblemen also in the land to engage themselves

similarly and the Parthisrara temple on the Indraklla hill was, as the inscription records,

built by Chattapa, a chieftain of the time of Chalukya Bhlina. Even kings of the collateral

line who were quarrelling all the time with the regular line of kings and causing confusion

in the country added further to the beauty of the realm specially at Vijayavada, the

favourite town, by beautifying it by the erection of new temples as Yuddhamalla did.

Thus the story of sculptural activity in Andhra during the time of the Eastern Chalukyas

is a fascinating one and it reveals the trends in the sphere of art in the mediaeval period,

as the history of mediaeval art in Andhra is only the history of Eastern Chalukya art.

SA
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Maliampupdi (grant) 8

Malta 45

Mallappa 7

MalleSvara 26, 41, 43

Manavya 34, 39

Mandagapaftu IS, 20

mandapa 39,41, 52,58

Mandavya . . 34, 39

Ma^davya-narayana 37

Mangi 6

Mangalesa .

.

1

Mangi Yuvaraj

a

Q

Manmatha . . 13

Manyakhe^a 3

Mara 10

Markapdeya 34

Maski 9

Mathura 9

Matfika 42

Mauryas 1
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mayurapichchha (bunch of pea- 30, 54, 55
cock feathers).

Meghaduta 16
Melamba . . , , .

,

7

mithuna 30,47,49, 50

modaka . . .... 13, 51

Mogalrajapuram . . 14, 15, 16, 17,

21, 24
Moon . . ,

,

12, 32

Motif ~
— buffalo . . 10, 19

— bull 19

— bovine 10

— geese 11, 49

— makara . . 10, 19, 20, 22,

49, 52

— * rnakara-torana .

.

22, 27, 47, 48,
52

— mithuna 50
— torana 48

Mounts (Vahana)

— Bull 42

— Buffalo 42

— Elephant 42

— Garuda . . 42

— Jackal 42

— Peacock 42

— Swan . . .

,

42

mriga 50

mudra 49

Mukasura . . 45

Mukhalingam 30,49, 54, 55

mukhamandapa 50

mundamald • • • • 55

Museum —

•

— British . . ,

,

52

— Dacca 17

— Indian (Calcutta) 2S, 43, 54

— Madras . • 25, 42, 56

—Rajshahi 57

— Vijayavada .

.

13

N
Nadumbi-vasati . . 2

Naga 12, 50, 52

Nag’i . . • • 50

Xagas, the . . .

,

50

nagayajnopavtta 51
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Nagarjunakonda . .

N—cant.
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13

Naishadhiyacharita .

.

36

Nallur .

.

15

Nandi (Bull) 0 • f 9 12, 13, 16, 30, 56,

Nandivarman Pallavamalla

57, 58.

2, 5, 26

Nannayabha^a 58

Narasimha . . 12, 17, 41, 42

Narasimhavarman 2

Narayana 36

Narendresvara 4

Narendramrigaraja 4, 5

Nartesvara 30

Nasik 19

Na^araja 14,16,17, 48, 56

— at Kuram 15

— at Nartesvara 17

Na^eSa 16, 56

ndtya 34

nafyahasta . . 56

Navaratnamala 40

Nellore 18

Nellurpura 6

Niravadya . . 2

Niravadyapura 7

Nisi 1adha .

.

2

nivlbandha . . 56

Nojambas . . 6, 8, 24,39

Nripa Budra 4

omkdra

0
55

Oris3a 16, 24, 29, 30, 49,

Orissan

50, 51, 52, 54,
57

50, 53,54, 57

Padmanidhis

P

31

Paintings—Ajanta 11

Pala 16, 28, 30, 57
Palamp©t . . 20, 33, 58
Pdlidhvaja •

.

6, 32, 47, 48
Pallava 1, 2, 5, 10, 11, 12,

— Caves .

.

13, 14, 15, 17,

18, 20, 22, 24,

26, 27, 28, 29,
32, 39, 41, 43,
44, 47, 49, 51,

52, 56
11
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Pallava—Grantha 18

Panchapsara 34, 39

Pa^idaranga 5,6
Paijdyas 5, 27

Papanatha 27

Paramabhagavata .

.

39

paraiu 13, 50, 51

Parthisvara 7, 42, 43, 59

Parvati 13, 18, 28, 30,
44, 45, 50

pd4a 56

Pasupata 43, 44

Pasupatastra 46

pataka, 40

patraJcundala (circular ear-ring) .. 12

Paftadakal 26, 27, 38, 43, 47,
49

Pechchevada 42, 44

Peda Vegi .

.

11

Peddaraudiyam(Cuddapah district) 12
, 22 , 24,28, 50

,

52
Peruvanguru 7

Pingttla 53

Pisht/apura (Pithapuram) 1

Podiyal 34
Pondicherry 9

Poses-Posture—
— alidha . . .

,

37
— alapadma 38
— chatura .

.

16, 17.40
— lalita 16, 17
—

- tarjani .

.

53, 54
prabhd 51

Prabhavatigupta . . ,

.

11

Prakrita 18

Prambanan (Java) 10, 28, 30, 38
pranava 55
Pravara8©na II 12
pretdsana .

.

53

Prishthasvastika-form 47

PrithvI 11

Prithvivyaghra 5

PulakeSi 11, 22, 26
PulakeSinl.. 1

PulakeSin II 1

Puri 30
purnakalata 31
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Raivataka (hill) . . 45

Raghuvamsa .. 39,40

Rajahmundry . . 34, 46

Rajaona . . 43

Rajamahendravaram .. 8

Rajamaratanda .. 8

Rajaraja (Chola king) .. 8, 9, 49, 50, 55,
58

Rajarajanarendra . . . . 4, 58

Rajaraje&vara .. 43

Rajasimha .

.

. . 49

Rajasimhesvara .. 26

Rajasthan .

.

. . 53

Rdjatarangint .. 36

Rajendrachoja . . 7, 30, 49, 50, 58

Rajgir . . 34, 39

Rakshasas . . .. 8

Rama . . 38

Rdmdyana . . 37, 38

Ranavaloka Kambha .. 3

Rashtrakutas . . 3, 4, 7, 8, 20, 23,

24, 25, 26, 27,

32, 38, 39, 47,

48

Rati . . 13

ratnamakuta . . 51

Raftas . . 4, 5

Havana .. 37,38

rishi . . 54, 57

Rishipatm .

.

. . 54

Rudrasena II, the Vakafaka .. 12

S

$aiva acharyas .. 30,49

^aktivarman .. 9

Salahkayanas . # .. 11, 22*

Samalkot . . 7, 37, 46, 57, 58

Sanchi . . 9

sanglta „ . . 34

Sankila .. 6

iankha . . 31, 52, 53

Saptamatrik* . . 32, 55, 56

Saptapshia . . 57

Sarnath . . 10, 49

Sarvasiddhi-acharyas .. 27

^atakargi .

.

.

.

.. 39
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Satalura (grant) .

.

Satavahanas

Sena
Seshasayi

Ship

Siddhartha

Sikhara

^ilamahadevi

simhamukha

Simhavishnu (Pallava) .

.

siraschakra *

.

Sittannavasal

6iva

S

Sivabhakta .

.

Sivalihga . .

Skanda

Skandagupta

Somaskanda

Sribrahmesvaravishnu

^riparvata .

.

Srivatsa—(symbol)

stupa—Buddhist .

.

Sugriva

HUa
— trisula (trident)

surasunddri

i

Surya

Su^na

sutradhdri

T

Tala

Tamil

Tanehapuri
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Telugu
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.

42, 44
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.

56

Tripuras 46
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udarabandhas 28, 38, 42, 51, 56
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17, 18, 24

Urajur •

.

4

urdhvajanu *

.

•
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14, 15

urdhvalinga 30, 57

ushnisha •

.

12, 13

Uttar Pradesh . • 53

uttanya

V

• * 28, 53

vahana , • 42, 54

Vaijayantimala . • 38

Vaishi^ava . . . • 33

— Cave .

.

19, 20

vajra .. 56
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«

10, 11, 12, 18, 19,
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Vakkaleri (grant) .

.

26

Vallabha . * 47

Vallabhendra .

.
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' 52,53
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.

56

Varaguna Maranjadayan 5

Varaha (figure) . • . - 11, 17

Varnaka * • • • 35, 36, 37

Vasarita •

.

• • 58

VaSishtha • • • • 67

Vayu • • •• 50
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Vijayaditya IV

(Kollabhiganda
)

(
Kaliyartigayda)

Vijayaditya, Kapthika

Vijayalaya

Vijayanagar

Vijayavada

Vikramaditya

Vikrmadity** II
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Vimaladitya

vimdna
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Virabhadra

Viraja
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Vishnu
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vyala .. 49
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Y
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.
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PLATE I.

() Plaque showing Ganesa, Brahma, Xarasimha, Sivaliiiga, Vishnu, Lakshmi, Haragauri
and Xandi Sri as Srivatsa and Mahishamardinl, Peddamudiyam, Cuddapah district.

() Siva with Parvatl, Skanda, Ganesa, Xandi and attendant figures, Madugula, Guntui
district-





PLATE II.

(«) Siva and Nandi, Museum, Vijavavada.

(b) Vishnu, Madugula, Guntur district.

(c) Brahma, Madugula, Guntur district.





PLATE III.

() Horned dvarapala from Mogalrajapuram cave, Vijayavada.

() Mogalrajapnram cave facade, Vijayavada.





PLATE IV.

() Na taraja from the top of Mogalrajapurani cave,

() Elephant and lion from the animal frieze in Mogalrajapurani cave, Vijayavada.

(c) Brahma from kudu, Mogalrajapurani cave, Vijayavada.

(d) Vishnu and Lakshmi from kudu , Mogalrajapurani cave, Vijayavada.

(e) Siva and Parvati from kudu
,
Mogalrajapurani cave, Vijayavada.





PLATE V.

i a) & (b i Dramp'Ha

s

from Yijiiyavaila, Madras Oovernnieat Mu'ouiu, Madras.





PLATE VI.

{a) Inscription on the back of dvarapala (Plate V, a) . Pveads : Gundaya : Vfjjindthu velandu

and has incise .1 drawing of purnaghata below the inscription.

(b) Eastern Chahikya seal from the Sataluru grant of Gunaga Vijayaditya III with the

legend <f Tribhii ,\ui'xmknsi ”, Madras Government Museum, Madras.





i LATE VII.

(-I) Ganesa irom Yijayavada. Madias Go \ eminent Muse m, Madras.

\f») Monolithic Ganesa in the fields, Biccavolu, East Godavari district.





PLATE VIII.

(a) & (b) Two views of the seal of Gunaga Vijayaditya from Sataluni showing Ganesa on

one side and Lakshml on the other, Madras Government Museum, Madras,





PLATE IX.

('/) Rjmi, Lakshmana and Hanuman. Mandavyanarayana temple, Bhimavaram, Ei^t

6 3d<1 varl district.

•n) Havana, Mandavyanarayana temple, Bhimavaram, East Godavari district.

f'*) Lakshminardyana, Mandavyanfirayana temple, Bhimavaram, East Godavari district.





PLATE X.

{a) Venugopala amidvt- cows and cowherds, Mandavyanarayana temple, Bhimavaram, East

Godavari district.

(6) Garudanarayana, Mapdavyanarayana temple, Bhimavaram, East Godavari district.





PLATE XL
(a) Pillar capitals from mandapo , Jarmdoddi, Vijayavada.

(b) Sage Satakarnl and celestial musician', Jamidoddi, Vijayavada
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V

PLATE XI



PLATE XII.

(a) & (6) Musicians and dancers, Jamidoddi, VijayavCula.





PLATE XIII.

(a) Sivagana near Parthlsvara temple, Indrakila hill, Vijayavada.

(b) k (c) Musicians and dancers from the Mallesvara temple, Vijayavada.

(d) Xarasimha in action, Mallesvara temple, Vijayavada.





PLATE Xl\

.

(a) to (d )
Kiratarjuna pillar near Akkannamadanna cave, Vijayavada.





PLATE XV.

(a) Long pedestal for Saptamatrikas shoeing their respective rahanas in the proper order

from near Parthisvara temple, Indrakila hill, Vijayavada.

(b) X: (c) DcurnpVns with attendant figures on the door jambs of the large temple in the

field (PI. X\T-a), Biccavolu, East Godavari district.





PLATE XV

L

(a) Large plain temple in field, Biccavolu, East Godavari district.

(b) Temple in field close to (a), Biccavolu, East Godavari district.





PLATE XVII.

Doorway of temple (Plate XVI b) showing Ganga and Yamuna guarding it, Biceavolu, Ea^t

Godavari district.





PLATE XVIII.

{a) Row of geese near the roof-line from ratha , Mahabalipuram. Chinglepat district.

(b) Xataraja in niche and row of geese neir roof-line of temple (XVIII a), Biccavohi, East

Godavari district.

(c) Temple in field, Biccavolu, East Godavari district.





PLATE XIX.

(a) Detail of tiers of the vimnn't with motifs like Ganesa, mi+huna, etc., from temple

(XVIII c), Biccavolu, East Godavari district.

(h) Lakullsa from the Siva temple, Tiruvottiyur near Madras, Chingleput district.

(c) Lakulisa from temple (XVIII e), Biccavolu, East Godavari district.





PLATE XX.

Alin^anachandrasekharamui ti in Golingesvara temple, Biccavmiu, Exst Godavari district.





PLATE XXL
anesa in Goliiigeivara tsmple, Biccavolu, East Godavari district.





PLATE XXII.

{a) Jlakara tornna as niche top from the Kailasanatha temple, Kancliipuram, Cliingle

district.

(6) Side view of Goliiige^vara tern; ie, Biceavolu, Ea^t Godavari district.

(c) Siddharfcha’s renunciation from Amaravatl. British Museum.

(.d )
Gajendramoksha, Deogarh, Jhatisi district, Uttar Pradc>li.

(e) Mahishamardini Durga. Ihi
j
araja temple, Bice ivolu, East Godawiri district.
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PLATE XXIII.

('/) Surasundarl figure in kudu from a tier of vimdna
,
Goliri<ze^vara shrine, Biccavolu, East

Godavari district.

(b) Ganesa, Rajaraja temple. Biccavolu, East Godavari district.

(c) Vishnu. Golihgesvara temple, Biccavolu, East Godavari district.

(d) Surya with attendants, Golihgesvara temple, Biccavolu, East Godavari district.





PLATE XXIV.

(tf) Bhikshatana. Goliiigc^vara temple, Biecavolu, East Godavari district.

(h) Mahishamardini. Golinge^vara temple. Biecavolu. Ea^t Godavari district,

(c) Chamuiida, Golini'esvare, temple. Biecavolu, East Godavari district.

(rj) Gomata, Golinge>vara temple. Biecavolu. East Godavari district.





PLATE XXV.

(a) Kankalamurti with attendant. Golihgesvara temple. Biccavolu. East Godavari district.

(b) Ardhanarlsvara. Golihge>vara temple, Biccavolu. East Godavari district.

(c) Ekapadamurti with attendants. G dingedvara temple, Biccavtlu. East Godavari district.

{d) Vishnu with devotee. Golinge^vara temple, Biccavolu. East Godavari district.





PLATE XXVI.

•a) fUiiiga with attendants. Goliug**4va:*a temple, Biccwolu East Godavari dhtrict.

(L) Aanda fondling pr acock, Goliiuo^v tra tom da, Biecavolu. Ka^t Godavari district.





PLATE XXVII.

(a) Surya from temple in the fi-dd. Biceavolu. East Godavari district,

(b) Brahma with attendants from temple in the field. Biceavolu, East Godavari district.





PLATE XXVIII.

() Skanda seated. Golu geA ara temple, Biccavolu. East Godavari district

() Skanda seated, from Mukhalirgam. Srlkfikulam district.





PLATE XXIX.

(a) Chamunda from Saptaniatrika. group in the courtyard of Golii gc&vaiu temple. Bieoa^du,

East Godavari di-triet.

(&) Kaumarl of the Saptamatrika group in the courtyard of’ the Golir geA’ara temple.

Bicc ivolu, East Godavari district.



PLATE XXIX
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PLATE XXX.

{a) Ylrabhadra of the Saptamatrika group in the courtyard of Golihgesvara temple

Biccarolu. East Godavari district.

(b) Xataraja, from Biceavolu, Madras Government Museum.





PLATE XXXI.

(a) S"sha^"iyi Vishnu from Aihole, Prince of Wales of Western In. I in . Bombay.

{ b) Surya rom Sun temple, Konarak, Purl district, OrU-a.

< c) Vishnu. Mayurblianj, Or:ssa.





PLATE XXXII.

(a) Ekapadamurti from Orissa. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

{b) Chamunda from Biliar. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

(r) YrLhabha from Sutna in (Antral India, Indian Museum. Calcutta.

id) Mahishamardini from Dulmi in Bengal. Indian Museum, Calcutta.





PLATE XXXIII.

() Panel showing Saptarishis and Arundhati from Daksharama, East Godavari district.

() Miniature model of a temple in stone fn in Bhlmesuara temple, Daksbarama, East
Godavari district.





PLATE XXXIV.

(a) & (6) Two views of miniature model of temple in stone from the Bhimesvara temple

Bhimavaram near Samalkot, East Godavari district.





PLATE XXXV.

(a) Close up ot pillar showing / obitturn dance from Bhimesvara temple, Bhnnavaram. East

Godavari district.

(b) Eastern Chajukya bull from Garigaikomlacholapxiram temple, Tirucliirappalli district.

(c) Nandi from the Bhimesvara temple in Bhimavaram, East Godavari district.
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